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Lesley McConnell

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret McLachlan
Monday, 13 October 2003 0853
Lesley McConnell
FW: Submission for Cycling Strategy

-----0righal Message-----
From: Alan Wailer [SMTP:waller@clear.net.nz]
Sent: Saturday, 11 October 2003 lo:33 p.m.
To: info@wrc.govt.nz
Subject: Submission for Cycling Si:rategy

Submission for Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy

To whlom it may concern.

After reading yoiur draft publication of the Regional Cycling Strategy I think it is a gigantic waste
of money and wionder why the council are wasting money appointing a cycling co-ordinator.
One does not have to be a brain surgeon to realise that most of the funding dollar for iroads will
be spent in Auckland. Therefore transport funds are very scarce.

Your rleport states that less thain two percent of people use cycles for transport and that this
figure is declining so therefore funds should be used to identify the bottle necks on Wellington’s
roads.
How can you justify a figure of $50,000 dollars per year to pay the proposed cycling coordinator
as most people are at work between Monday to Friday. The co-ordinator would only be required
at the weekends.
During the winter months a coordinator would not be required as most people would not want to
be out: cycling during wet and cold weather.

In reg’ards Appendix3:
Between 2003 to 20007 this cycling strategy is going to cost ratepayers $562,900 dollars. What a
gigantic waste of money. Considering the high remuneration that these Councillors receive I
would have thought useless reports like these would not have seen the light of day. How much
ratepayers money has been wasted this time on this silly report.
Could you please acknowledge that you have received this submission.

Yours faithfully

Alan Waller 21 TeMome Rd Lower Hutt (04) 9386064 waIIer@clear.net.nz
<mailto:waller@clear.net.nz>



Post Office Box 19057
WELLINGTON

Strategic Working Group- Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy
Greater Wellington- The Regional Council
Wellington Office
Post 0ffic:e Box 11646
WELLINGTON

17 October 2003

Attention:
For reference:

Lesley McConnell
Greater Wellington Regional Council
Transit New Zealand
Land Transport Safety Authority (Wellington)
Cycle Aware (Wellington)
Wellington IRegional Public Health Service
nosuv.org
Cycling New Zealand

Sports Utility Vehicles: A Distinct and Growing Threat to Cyclists and Cycling
in the Wellington Region.

Dear Lesley and team,

We would like to offer the following submission for consideration by the Wellington
Regional Cycling Strategy, Strategic Working Group, in relation to the proliferation of
urban-bound light trucks, or SUVs (Sports Utility Vehicles), on Wellington roads, and
their effect on cyclists and cycling within the Greater Wellington Region.

We believe the negative effects of SUVs to cycling in the Wellington Region to be
wide-ranging, and that their consequences to Wellington cycling and cycling culture
run deep.

New Zealand LTSA and European NCAP ratings consistently rate the SUV genre of
vehicle among the very worst offenders in tests measuring ‘Aggressiveness to
Pedestrians and Cyclists’, tests that generally exclude the additional impact on non-
motorised road users of popular Wellington SUV ‘accessories’ such as running-
boards and bull-bars.

The XIV’s ‘aggressiveness’ towards cyclists is generated primarily through their size
(height, length, width, weight). This size, roughly twice tha&he average car,
produces massively disproportionate roll-over rates, greatly decreased stopping
distances, poor peripheral vision, and is generally incompatible with our regions road
and parking capacity and design, where the cyclists limited space is the first to be
encroached on. The height of the vehicles creates a tendency for their operators to
‘tailgate’ due to their ability to see over the cyclist or road-user in front (a danger-
twice considering the negative effect that height has on stopping distances) while
limiting the ability of a fiollowing cyclist to observe the terrain and dangers ahead,
while the power required to propel a vehicle of SUV proportions results in emission
levels at the top of the LTSA’s list of highly-polluting vehicles. The negative effect of
these bulky trucks on the cyclist’s environment is tremendous.



One example of the many consequences of such ‘aggressiveness’ is the SUV’s
recent impact on the already dwindling number of children cycling to, and around
schools. Today many of the Wellington Region’s schools twice daily resemble
military exercises, as parents in light-trucks pick-up and drop-off their children.
Western nations are experiencing a growing number of student injuries and fatalities,
as children, too small toi be seen from SUV height, are literally ‘crushed’ under these
vehicles. The child cycling (or walking) to school is put at great risk as the gates of
their schools become filled with these cumbersome vehicles and their toxic fumes-
the ‘natlural’ reaction by parents being to ‘put away the bike’, and themselves drive
their children to school, compounding the danger and decreasing the number of
children cycling in our region.

The increased risks caused through the operation of four-wheel-drive vehicles are
such th;at the New Zealand Defence Force require formal theoretical and practical
training and licensing (in addition to a full, clean licence) before any defence-force
staff drive, on road, their four-wheel-drive Land Rover- a vehicle eclipsed by the size
of most urban-bound SIJV’s. Thousands of greater Wellingtonians are commuting,
alongside cyclists, on the Wellington Region’s narrow, highly-populated and confined
roads in trucks, using licences almost universally issued after an applicant has
proved their ability to operate a car.

For such reasons, we propose to the Strategic Working Group that the Wellington
Regional Cycling Strategy include the formal acknowledgment of this distinct and
growing threat to the health of both cyclists and cycling, and cycling’s evolution into a
valued mode of transport that is safe, accessible and pleasant throughout the
Wellington Region, and/or initiate research into effects on cycling of the SUV
phenomenon within our region.

Further referenced infolrmation about this unfortunate phenomenon in Australasia
and its consequences to cyclists and other road users can be accessed through the
comprehensive nosuvorg website.

Thanks; to you and you~r team in advance for your consideration of this submission.



Submission on the Greater Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy

20 October 2003

I am writing as a cyclist (mountain biker, cycling tourer and commuter) and as a public
relations professional. I endorse the development of a regional cycling strategy and
objectives 1 (co-ordination) and 3 (infrastructure issues).

I take issue with objectives 2 (education) and 4 (awareness) as I think this signals a
public education campaign Merely raising awareness about cycling won’t change
people’s behaviour in terms of the numbers cycling or reducing the number of
accidents. It won’t see positive changes in the indicators listed under monitoring and
review

As a start, I recommend the development of a communications strategy to identify
target audiences, messages and tactics. This would have measurable objectives, for
example, to increase by x% the number of trips cycled. Research among key target
groups; is also essential:, as a baseline and as an indicator of success against objectives.
Research will identify where the problems or issues are, how best to address them, and
when putting a campaign into place, whether it is likely to be successful in changing
behaviour.

To ach!ieve behaviour change, a social marketing campaign would need to be
developed and implemlented (as in the LTSA campaigns to stop drink-driving). This
doesn’t have to be a big-budget, mass-media campaign but rather can be quite
targete:d to specific audiences For example, working with schools, promotion through
bike shlops, working with driving instructors on new driver education.

The ability to build rigorous partnerships will be crucial to the success of such a
campaign. These will be with the agencies who have a direct impact on cycling
conditions but may also include advertising agencies, designers, cycle equipment
providers or media

I endorse the proposed1 position of Regional Cycling Co-ordinator Their skills should
include communications or marketing, research, project management and relationship
building The position needs to be well supported by managers and at a political level.

This submission is a short note of some ideas. I am willing to discuss it with the
cycling strategy working group if required

Margaret McLachlan
11B K,amla Way
Khand,allah
Wellington
P 479 1111



Lesley McConnell ~~~__

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Inez.Romanos@tab.co.nz
Monday, 20 October 2003 IO:37
lesley.mc:connell@gw.govt.nz
PRIORITY SOUGHT For UPGRADE OF STATE HIGHWAY 2 CYCLEWAY.
NGAURANGA GORGE TO PETONE

Dear Maldam/Sir

On page 12 of the excellent Draft Strategy, the second item is to “identify
inadeguate sections on the regional network; investigate cost & feasibility
of (improving) these sections; & prioritize based on strategic importance,
lowest level of service & cost”.

The cycleway along State Highway 2 from the bottom of Ngauranga Gorge to
Petone is in urgent need of upgrade.

At present it appears that while a number of cyclists use the two existing
routes along SH2, miany more may be put off by the dangers they present,
outlined below. I have recently returned from London where I regularly
commutled by bicycle to work, and now work in Petone with a number of people
who live, like myself, in Wellington. Several are cyclists, and all have
counselled me against using the SH2 route. they, like me, say they
consider the route far too hazardous to consider. It would appear that in
making 1:his submission I speak for many, in terms of the hazards if not
necessa.rily the recommendations for their rectification.

On the surface, It would appear that c:yclists are spoilt for choice on this
route.

There is a cycle- &walk-way fenced off from the southbound lane of the
highway, sandwiched between it &the railway line. It is at the same level
as the railway line, so beneath the level of the road in many places. It
is available to cyclists heading north or south.

However the Petone end of this track takes cyclists onto the highway
itself. Southbound riders must ride alongside the traffic for about 200m
before reaching the ,fenced-off track itself. More dangerous still,
northbound riders must actually ride AGAINST the motorised highway traffic
for those 200m. Furthermore, debris from the highway is swept onto the
cycle- &walk-way, 8; not removed, creating a hazard for all users & for
cyclists in particular.

North-riding cyclists can alternatively choose to ride on the marked cycle
lane to the left of the north-bound roadway.

While the cycle lane is wide it is not physically separated from the
traffic, whichtravells past at up to 1 iOkm/hr & is heavy at peak times. The
several turn-offs & re-entry roads - at the petrol station & at Horokiwi -
create further traffic risks for cyclists. The cycle lane is painted with
large diagonal road rshoulder markings which present a hazard in wet
conditioms.

RECOMMENDATIONS
I recommend that the fenced-off cycle- and walk-way be

retained
extended by whatever means are practicable so users need not venture
onto SH2, travelling in either direction
maintained so that debris are regularly removed and the surface is
kept clear and safe for all users, especially those with tyres.

Furtherrnore I recommend that once the improvements are made, the northbound
cycle lane on SH2 be decommissioned.

1



I make this recommendation on the basis of my experience cycling in London
and Paris. In the former city cycle lanes, where they exist, only comprise
lane markings; in the latter they are permanently coned off from the
traffic and make cycling a notably more secure experience for driver and
cyclist alike. We arrived in Paris with Ilittle knowledge of the geography
of the place, but with borrowed bikes and local maps were able, easily and
safely, to make our way around the city. London drivers are very cycle
aware; they are overall much more conscious of the skills involved in
sharing the road with a great many more users. But without some physical
separation of cycle and motor traffic, cyclists constantly feel vulnerable
and considerable antagonism exists between the two groups of road users.

DRIVER TRAINING
Page 10 of the Strategy lists plans for Driver Education,

I applaud this, and a’sk whether cyclist awareness is part of the Defensive
Driving programme, andwhether, as in the UK, completion of such a course
brings reductions in imsurance premiuims. (In England some, but not all,
insurers!, offer discounts to motorist svvho have complated the certification
course of the Institute of Advanced Motoring.)

I hope that this submission may be given serious consideration, and look
forward ‘to seeing positive changes and benefits for cyclists as a result of
this strategy being enacted throughout the Greater Wellington region.

Yours sincerely

lnez Romanos
38 Kenya Street
Wellington 6004
New Zealand
04 479 5430

This email with any attachments is confidential and may be
subject ‘to legal privilege. If it is not intended for you please
reply immediately, destroy it and do not copy, disclose or
use it in any way. The views expressed in this email are not
necessarily the views of the New Zealand Racing Board.
* * * ‘ k m W r - * m m h m m m f M r



Wellington Regional Council,
PO Box 11-646,
Wellington

Bernie Frank
23B Manor Drive
Stokes Valley
Ph 04 5635809

I _ . .  . - -  . - I I  _ _ _

511 o/o3
+ . -. _j

-- . . ..-.. L_. _ II

Dear Sir/Madam

Submission on the Draft Wellington Region Cycling Strategy

I havfb read the cycling strategy :Ind :,upport the WRC initiative to promote cycling and
address issues facing cyclist through this strategy. Following is my feedback and
suggestions on the strategy:

1. I particularly support the proposal to encourage the transportation of bikes on public
transport.

I live in Stokes Valley and would like to be able to cycle to Taita, take the train to
Wellington and then bike along the waterfront to work at Courtney place end of the
city. The current rail charges not only discourage this as an option, but simply makes
it prohibitive.

2. The driver education and advertising proposed needs to be targeted at drivers. It
would be easy to incorrectly target the wrong audience by using cyclists sections in
the Contact or other media. Cyclists read the cycling section, not drivers. I believe
most of the education advertising should be aimed at drivers. This would mean
advertising should be targeted to sections of the paper, or other media, which drivers
read. Examples are the motoring section (to target red neck drivers) and life style
sections to target your average mum and dad driver.

3. The driver education and advertising proposed does not describe the issues that need.
tn. h.; ,.AAr~nrn-l . . ..tl- .1-I..-..n
LQ "L ‘,UUlcl>3"U w1 II u,I"c;I;>. Spcid, patience, looking before opeGig doors, giving
room ‘for the cyclists to wobble’ when passing, don’t honk and the cyclists right to be
on the road are examples of divers issues that could be covered by an education
campaign. The issues that are most important will vary depending on the type of
cyclist. A campaign si.rategy should be made available for comment and effort should
be taken to obtain ideas from all cycling groups

4. Free advertising/promotion of cycling issues could be obtained by lobbying
?? local newspapers,
? driver issue focused magazine such as the AA magazine and other media
? Driver focused industries, eg bus, taxi, courier and trucking companies.



Promotion/advocacy for coverage of cycling issues in media and to industries throq;h
lobbying should be one of the roles of the Greater Wellington Regional Coordinator.

5. I enjoy the Contact BikeNews spread. With the Contact paper changing to a
Wellington City only publication a large proportion of the audience will no longer
have access to BikeNews. I would like to see this published in other regional
publications so those of us living in the greater Wellington region can continue to
enjoy it.

6. The strategy mentions the use of advocacy to promote cycling requirements in plans
and strategies developed by RCAs, TLAs and Transit. The Greater Wellington
Regional Coordinator :should develop communications channel such as the BikeNews
spread., e-mail newsletter subscriptions and web pages to bring to cyclists attention
plans and strategies that cyclists may wish to make submissions on. An example
would be where a Council is developing a plan to remark a road intersection, but is
not including improvements for cyclists. The communication channels could be used
to encourage concerned cyclists to make submissions, thus re-enforcing and building
on the advocacy work of the Coordinator.

7. The strategy does not give guidance as to what are the requirements of cyclists or hew
these are going to be obtained. 1 believe some of the key issues that need to be
addressed by RCAs, TLAs and Transit in there planning are:
?? Ro,ad surface

? NZ standard corse chip is undesirable on open roads due to excessive noise,
making cycling, unpleasant, and high drag impacting the choice to cycle long
distances

? The need for quality finished verges. Often the verge is to rough to cycle in,
pools puddles etc

? Alternative to main roads also need good finishes, eg the Hutt expressway
cycle lane is too bumpy for an enjoyable ride and discourages its use.

? The need to keep lanes clean. Often corners of roads and roundabouts collect
stones etc making marked cycle lanes and verges unusable. A very bad
example is the roundabout opposite Petone station.

? Me.eting a range of cycling uses
? There are different types of cyclists with different requirements. Eg Road

racing cyclist, touring cyclists, commuter cyclists and school cyclists. One
solution does not meet the requirements of all cyclists. This needs to be taken
initi account when ieveioping strategies and plans
? For commuter cyclists and school cyclists the following would be

beneficial
? More designation of footpaths for cyclists
? Main road by pass
? Barriered safety areas along main roads
? Cycle sequences and buttons at traffic lights (eg Nauranga Gorge)
?? Safe cycle crossings

? For Road racing cyclist and touring cyclists these may be of no benefit and
focus on the following should be more a priority
?? Wide verges
? Educ,ation of drivers
?? Clean road surface



? Marked cycle positions in the main traffic flow
The strategy should include the development of guidelines that describe cyclists
requirements of RCAs, TLAs and Transit for road planning that meets the needs
of all cycle groups. These would then be used as the basis for advocacy work
with the RCAs, TLAs and Transit.

IRegards

Bernie Frank



Lesley McConnell

From:
Sent:
To:

Underwood, Catharine [Catharine.Underwood@NBNZ.CO.NZj
Thursday, 16 October 2003 12:21
‘lesley.nicconnell@gw.govt.nz’

Hi Lesley

I would like to comment on the Draft Wellington Cycle Strategy.

Background
I am a bike commuter. I cycle from Elrooklyn to Featherston Street at least 4
times a week using the bus or walking on the days I don’t cycle. For me,
cycling is easy as my employer has a secure room in which I can place my
bike during the day. [There can be up to 20 bikes in the room, we have
staff that cycle from Petone and Island Bay.)

I have been cycling around Wellington for nigh on 32 years, recreationally
and to/from work. 3 weeks ago had my first accident. Luckily it was a
minor one and the car was at fault though she denied a green man had
precedenIce over a green light.

Wellington is a great place to cycle as it is flat from Island Bay I Seatoun
to the central city ancl it is downhill in the morning from Newlands I
johnsonville, khandallah, and it should be encouraged. Bikes come with
excellent gears and can get riders up rnost hills with out breaking into a
sweat or having to extend much effort. It is cheaper than an annual gym
membership and incorporates keeping fit with getting to work - something
most of us have to do anyway. It leaves plenty of time to sit on the deck
after cycling home with the gin in hand.

My comments are based on what I have seen over the past 15 years in the
wellington area.

Comments on Draft / Cycling in Wellington in general
1: The main concern is the lack of awareness of car drivers having to
share the road with anyone else. This approach is encouraged by the City
Council and Tranzit by giving cars all the conveniences, straight lines,
nice roads. (Pedestrians are made to walk extra distances so cars can move
through town quickly, the corner of cuba and ghuznee street is a typical
example iof this. The corner of oriental bay and cable street is another,
pedestrians are expected to walk around the flower bed to cars can go past).
The city ‘is a one way system that encourages cars to speed, pedestrians to
take risks and cyclists to use pavements.
Suggestion: There should be a compulsory cyclist question in every
licence test. Cyclists and pedestrians lhave right of way in the city.

2: I support the “Be Safe Be Seen’ campaign for cyclists. I have seen
cyclists who are their own worst enemy by not being visible. This should
be education based Inot rule based.

3: Road cleanliness or lack of it is a lbig thing for cyclists. Roads
are always swept to stop cars skidding on any loose gravel. Invariable the
sweepings end up in the side of the mad where cyclists cycle to keep out of
the cars ways. To avoid getting a puncture, cyclists then have to ride
further out in the traffic which is unsafe and annoys car drivers.
Suggestion: Road svveeping is improved to include consideration for cyclists.
Cycle lanes be swept more often. Cars with dangerous loads are stopped and
big fines applied. It is illegal for glass from an accident to be left on
the road after an accident (all vehicles to carry brush and pan).

4: More cycle lanes with strict ticketing of any cars parking on them
(i.e. around the bays). Cycle lanes to be useful - not just a line to the
side of the road which includes drains, bad sealing from road works, man
hole covers etc and which suddenly stops when the road narrows as there has



to be parking for car:,

5: Road works in progress should be made safe for cyclists. The recent
road works up Webb Street made cycling extremely dangerous on a road bike.
To avoid the holes, cyclists had to cycle in the middle of the lane - this
annoys car drivers.

6: Cyclists made aware that they are on a road and should try to at
least go faster than walking speed. I have seen cyclists on the road who
are in cuckoo land and are slower than a pedestrian. Annoys drivers and
other cyclists too.

7: No combined cycle/pedestrian paths. As a fast cyclist this just
doesn’t work. OK for Sunday strollers and meandering cyclists with no where
to go, not good for serious bike commiuters.

8: More bike stands everywhere. I remember the council put in a few
bike stands some years ago and then said anyone attached to a parking metre
will be cut free and their bike removed. This isn’t exactly the right
attitude to encourage people to cycle to work. Sometimes the bike stands
are not outside the offices or shops.

9: Cyclists get a green light before cars so you can get on your bike
and into the traffic before the cars so they know you are there. This
apparently works in Christchurch.

IO: Cyclist education for those that give the sensible ones a bad name
i.e. cycle couriers and those that cycle through intersections during
pedestrian green men.

11: Drain covers turned around so 1:hat when cycling over them your front
wheel doesn’t disappear into the hole.

Integration between train, cable car and bus would be good. It is a shame
that bikes are not permitted on the cable car as this would be excellent for
some people for getting home from work on their bike.

In general I approve of any initiative thiat encourages people to cycle or
use public transport and this draft strategy is certainly a beginning. It
would be nice to see all the agencies working together, sharing the load and
the cost to bring cycling to the fore.

I hope these views / responses are useful.

Regards

Catharine Underwocld
Business Continuity Advisor
24 4599 or DDI 494 4599
0272482681

This communication is confidential ;anld may contain privileged material.
If you are not the intended recipient you must not use, disclose, copy or retain it.
If you have received it in error please immediately notify me by return email
and delete the emails.
Thank you.



Lesley McConnell

From: Patricia Reesby [reesby@actrix.co.nz]
Sent: Friday, 1 i' October 2003 21:29
To: Lesley McConnell
Subject: Footnote to my Submission re the Draft Regional Cycling Strategy

I would like to add this to my submission (below):

It is desirable for cycle lanes to be physically separated from roads which
carry motor traffic, and not just indicated by a white line. Where there is
a cycle lane with no physical barrieir, it is very important that the cycle
lanes are not adjacent to the side of the road where cars may be parked.
For instance, Tauranga has an excellent, physically separated cycle lane
along Cameron Road. But I think it was also in Tauranga that I cycled along
what appeared to be a cycle lane but which was actually useless and
dangerous because of its proximity to parked vehicles. I’ve been knocked
off my bike once by a car door opeiling in front of me, and I don’t want to
repeat the experience. This is why, for instance when cycling along Karori
Road I give parked ‘cars a wide berth, and if this puts me in danger of being
too close to vehicles being driven a.lolig the road, it’s a question of
choosing the lesser peril. Cycle lanes should be incorporated with footpaths
rather than with roads, so they can be physically separated. I had a scare
last night when cycling back to Karori from Ngaio; I was about to turn into
the Old Karori Road when a north-bound car suddenly appeared at speed, and I
just managed to swerve and brake in time. Cyclists are vulnerable, and
because we create no air pollution anld minimal noise and congestion
problems, I do think we deserve consideration.

Submission re Dra’t Regional Cycling Strategy

I believe that the rrost important thing regarding cycling around Wellington
is the provision of cycle lanes, preferably lanes which are physically
separated from roads. I believe this practical step is more important than
educational programmes, campaigns, maps and so on.

I have been been an occasional cycilist, mostly between Karori and Ngaio in
the evening, since I sold my car in April 2002. I attend a Scottish
country
dancing club in Ngaio on Thursday evenings and there is no direct bus
service. I am 61 and have mostly felt reasonably safe while cycling, but a
separated cycle laie would make me feel just that much safer, especially,
for instance up the Crofton hill. I would also like to be further away from
traffic for health reasons. When a cyclist is breathing more deeply,
especially cycling ‘JP hills or against the wind, more air-borne pollutants
are taken in.

I took my bicycle tl3 Tauranga early in June, and was impressed by the
physically separated cycle lanes {along Cameron Road. I believe these are
mostly for school pupils. Anything which would encourage kids to cycle to
school rather than be driven there is surely to be encouraged. I rode a
bike to school all my primary school years (New Plymouth) and for two years
at high school (Hamilton).

It’s all very well to have a cycle/pedestrian path along Oriental Parade,
but the cyclist must first GET to Oriental Parade. I also cycle to and

from
Victoria University at times, and I don’t feel particularly safe when
cycling up or down Chaytor St. I like to cycle as during rush hours, I can
get there faster than I can by bus. Of course, I’d also love to see the
bus
lane extended frown the tunnel to Karori Mall. It seems unfair that people
who choose to travel by bus are ‘held up by car drivers.

1



How about being ab’e to take bikes on Stagecoach buses? Sometimes I would
cycle, for instance diswn to the railway station, but would prefer not to
have to struggle back uphill!

I believe that in the Netherlands, cyclists have priority at traffic lights
and stop signs, partly for safety and partly so they can avoid having to
breathe in vehicle fumes. Could yclu investigate this? It would seem a good
idea. Travelling by bicycle is NOT healthier when the cyclist has to
breathe in noxious fumes.

In summary, please don’t spend a lot of money on a regional co-ordinator,
educational programmes, maps and the like, since I am sure most cyclists
would agree with me that what we imost need are more and better cycle lanes,
preferably physically separated from roads. In Houston, Texas I used to
enjoy cycling on
specially constructed paths beside the bayous. Of course we don’t have
bayous in
Wellington, but there must be other possibilities.

These cycle lanes should also be ‘complete’, and not suddenly leave the
cyclist
faced with a dangerous road or crossing, as people tell me happens between
Wellington and Petclne.

Patricia Reesby
59 Sunshine Av, Karori, Wellington 6005

(Phone 04/938-0550)



Lesley McConnell

From: The Watsons [watsonclan@slingshot.co.nz]
Sent: Monday, 13 October 2003 21 :I 8
To: Margaret.McLachlan@gw.govt.nz
cc: Lesley.McConnell@gw.govtnz
Subject: Fw: Draft Regional Cycling Strategy submissions

Hello Margaret, I had a note to make a few comments on the Draft Wellington Cycling Strategy document,

My comments are made primarily from the viewpoint of a cycle commuter who lives in Porirua city and works in
Wellington.

1. Cost of Cycles on Trains. I am very supportive of negotiating a better deal for cyclists on Trans-metro services. A
reduced cost for cycles would encourage me to do more one-way trips by cycle than I can manage two-way at the
moment. Incidentally, according to Trans-metro Aucklands website they only charge $1 for cycles vs. $465 that I get
charged at the moment for Paramata to Wellington.

2. Regional Cycling Links. I think this Icould easily also include SH58 Haywards Hill which is extremely popular with
recreational and commuting cyclists alike.

3. Challenges and F;isks. I agree that the perceived risk for the ‘lowest common denominator’ - in cycling terms being
children and other irlexperienced cyclists, before any significant cultural change is possible and increase cycling
numbers. Ironically many of my worst experiences are with motorists with children in their car - some way’ of making it
clear that it is also THEIR cycling children at risk would help.

4. Page 10 - Safety. My observation on ‘Don’t burst my bubble’ campaign is that I have never heard of it - a sign of
cycling campaign effectiveness?

5. Group Rides - there is potential to use the Plimmerton to Pukerua Bay cycle way for such an event. I’ve never seen
one of these advertised . . .

John Watson
28 Sailmaker Close
Whitby
Porirua



Submission to the Draft Regional Cycling Strategy
Rob H~~nier
7 3 p+ Pr‘xr‘2n,-.“-“_. ./
Khandailah
Wellington
Tel 2320897
Email roh@danaflex co nz

I am a keen cyclist. I use Cyclrng as my principal method of commuting to work each day and
use cycling recreationally both on and off road on the weekends I commute from Khandallah to
I Inden
Submissions points:

1. increase accessibility, integration and safety for cycling.

1 .l . Safety:

1.1.1. The major danger to cyclists comes from vehicular road traffic (cars busses,
!JI;C~ znd !he ‘Ike\ This ‘1s~ needs !c be reducec:

1.1.2. Risk is reduced primarily by the following means:
a) eliminating the danger, or if that is not practical, then by
b) isolating the danger, and by
c) education.

1.1.3. Introduction of cycle lanes till greatly reduce the dangers for cyclists by helping
to isolate them from vehicular traffic.

1.1.4. The cycle lanes must be effective (fit for use).

1.1.4.1. Surface:
It’s all very well building a cycle lane, but if it has a rough i uneven
surface, it will not be used by many cyclists. If it IS not maintained and
cleared of debns REGUURLY, agaJn, many cyclists WIII not use it. This
is an important point that has been frequently overlooked in the past, e.g.
the Hutt road between Petone and Ngauranga has a cycle lane but is so
full of debris that it IS eschewed by all but the hardiest of cyclists. Acyclist
was killed by a car along this stretch of road a few years back precisely
because of this lack of maintenance.

1 .1.4.2. Non-Cvclist usaae:
Another important consideration is to make sure thal the cycle lane IS not
used or blocked by noncycle traffic. If a cycle lane is misused by non-
cycle traffic, it will tend not to be used by cyclists. An example of this is
the cycle lane between Ngauranga and Thorndon. This cycle lane is both
wide and well paved and seldom has rubble on it, yet many cyclists
choose to cycle on the road next to the cycle lane (which is not as
smooth). They do so because:
a) There are often parked vehicles blocking the cycle lane
DJ Motorists crossing me cycle iane (e.g. lrom Flacematcersj pay

;.1.4.3.

1.1.4.4.

1.1.4.5.

scant regard to the cyclists using the cycle lane.
Personally, I would rather dodge parked cars and run the risk being hit by
a car coming out of one of the exits travelling at 15krrUh than cycling on a
road wth raffic traveiiing at 70+krrvh, even though the chance of being hit
^ ^_^L^il..-_^^ 1.._ t. IrL^-^ ^_^ - ^_..^,.^ I.^4 ^.., I. ^,.,^,, lii,^^^? ^^,., IL.13 pivuav,y y,ra,r,, vu, L//r/r mr “‘““y “p,S-‘W ““ll” “““Ul” “‘4”y’c” ““l,lI
me and choose me road instead.
The way to overcome a) IS bold slgnage / road marklng along with
vigorous parking enforcement. Point b) is more difficult to overcome but
could involve speed humps. along with bold signage / road maktngs, and
turning lanes (for motor vehcles).
c) Another problem occurs on winding roads where the cycle lane is
part of the road and is only defined by road markings. In these situations,
-^+^e,^t^ +-..a *^. ^^ +L.,- ^,,- /^ I ^^^^ ^^ ^/1^..” ,^^^ ^‘.C^ .^^A ^..A /^I,^,I l”,“, /i)L.x LCI I” I” Y.,L Y IL uywr, IUI >r_l w LA,,, Iai”I Id v1 Ll IL. I”“” UI l” LUIN.
shon cuts across them.
The way to overcome ths problem IS to e!ther separate the cycle IaPes
from the road entirely, or, if there is nol enough room to ao tnis, to bblld Lap
the cycle lanes above the level of the road - 15cm wohld be enough
The curb should be of the mount&le type at Intersectrons Again. no use
having a cycle lane If you cant cycle tip onto It’

Choice of route Graalent and Dlverstons.
Going up hill IS a right royal pain for the majordy cyclists. Most cyclists will
go to great lengths to avoid “unnecessw’ climbs. The same can be said
for “unnecessa# diverslons. Cycle lanes need to be direct and as flat as
possible.

Protection from Wind:
Wind is another bane to cyclists. Exposed sections of cycle routes should
be protected from prevailing winds. Excepttons to this would be where
the route is used for scenic recreational cycling, and screening would
spoil the view.

Please don‘t waste money on ineffective cycle lanes!

1.1.5. Cycle lanes and pedestrians:
I believe that cycling on the footpath is tllegal. Thts law should be reviewed. I
would suggest that the law should be changed so tiat it is illegal to ride on the
footpath if a cycle lane exists. The risk to cyclists and pedesbians are not
nearly as great as they would be on the road.

1.1.6. Cycle lanes can be expensive/difficult to create, especially on narrow hilly
roads. If there is a llmited amount of funds available, how should It be
allocated?

1.1.6.1. The funds should go to the roads that have the greatest risk (I.e. the
greatest danger for the greatest number of cyclists). Examples of these
roads are ihe narrow sections of the arterial routes to, and from. the cities
and within the cities. A good example of this is Middleton Road between
Tawa (Redwood) and Churton Park. This is onlv mssible cycle route
between Wellington and the Ponrua basin. The road has an open road
rnnrvi iimit ic n3rm,., F.nrl I,fD”h-irib, m^in+-,nnA it :^ -I...^^+ /I^., :+,.Ld,.-y’-- I... 1.1 , .- ,,-. . . . . -,.- .-. , , ‘YU.I II,Ull,.~i.,lY. ,, I_ ~/,,yI, ,I,~“,,cw,y
that serious accidents till happen to cyclists who use this route, but the



cyclists’only alternative is to take the train or car. Some work is currently
being done on this road but the focus is on improving vehicuhrsafety.
mainly by straightenrng and wtdentng the road. and no constderatron is
belrig yiveii iu cy& s&y jd~~urdiry iu WZC stn~kesii~r tj. Ti it: redbo~ I
for thts is quoted as betng ‘7ack of funds”. The nett effect of Improving
Vehicular safety will be to raise the average speed of motorists, and this
increases the danger to cyclists.

1.2. Accessibility and Integration:

121. There should be no financral burden placed on cyclist who use public transoort
\a,,,,rii,u,I,~,i,,,lr)lIII”~L~“)I”IIrnu”,u~r”lI,IIr.IullIull”uiri l”,~~lIIIlr,r”i-i.L,. .-.^^^..I u.^., .-. ,^, ^^,, ^.. ruti.. i?,,,., -.. l4.^ ,rk^ ^..A _Im ^,., ..hrm,*nrl
to travel on busses at all) This WI/ encourage the less energetic cyclists. e.g to
cycle to work [down h!ll) and catch the train home juphil:).

1.2.2. integrating cyclists into :he traffic system IS also an important may of making
sure cyclists feel included. If cycltsts fee included. they are more likely to be
more careful. This Integration could include traffic lights for cyclists (really need
cycle lanes for this\ as they do in many European countries. e.g Holland

2. Enhance cycling safety throughout the region via education
initiatives.

2.1. Education and training of cyclists, especially school-aged children. is important,
however, education of the motoring public is mOre likely to reduce the number of
accidents. This is likely to be an expensive exercise and is probably only practical at
a national level. But is important, even if it outside the scope of this strategy.

Please feel free to contact me should you require further information or clarification of any of the
points made.

Yours sincerely

Rob Hunter



12 Ocean Rd
Paekakariki

e-mail jjsl&&aradise.n&et

1 Ott 2003

To whom it may concern

Regional cycle

Strategy
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May I congratttiate you on your document
It certainly covers a wide range of information I wish to specifically comment on the
subject of the appointment of a regional cycle co ordinator
The establishment of this position needs to be made a priority

Further I support the improvement srequired to be able to cycle safely from Otaki to
Wellington and the need to be able to take bikes on trains without paying another adult
fare.
Keep up the good work



Lesley McConnellm - - - -  -
From: Joe Hewitt
Sent: Friday, 26 September 2003 IO:21
To: Lesley McConnell
Subject: FW: Cycling in Wellington

A submission on the cycling strategy

-----Original Message-----
From: HeleT Wood
Sent: Friday, 26 September 21003 9:46 a.m.
To: Joe Hewitt
Subject: FW: Cycling in Wellington

---0ri’ginal Message-----
From: Linda & Charles Kuipers [SMTP:maskini@xtra.co.nz]
Sent: Friday, 26 September ;!003 9:27 a.m.
To: Wellington Regional Council
Subject: Fw: Cycling in Wellington

----- Original Message -----
From: Linda 8. Charles Kuipers <mailto:maskini@xtra.co.nz>
To: Wellington R.egional Counc;il <mailto:jnfo@gw.govLnz>
Sent: Friday, September 26, 2003 9:26 AM
Subject: CyclinGi in Wellingtcln

I see in an article in Contact that WRC is looking for submissions to its Draft Cycling Strategy. ‘There is
something in the article about carrying cycles on trains. I was horrified when I looked into this t:o find
that under existing arrangement’s, Tranz Rail charges to carry cycles, does not seem to hav? any
designated space in the train in which to put a cycle and only carries them if space permits. This is all
just far too hit and miss.

My proposal is that a cycle should be carried free of charge and if you turn up at the train s:ation with
one then it gets carried no matter what.

I live in Kapiti. Catching the train into work, actually Wellington Airport is a frustrating exercise and
not just: financially. Firstly, it costs a lot. The cheapest train option for me, a monthly pass, costs
around $8.00 per day of use. Then I have to get a bus from the station to the airport, a further $9.00
or so per day. In spite of statements to the contrary made by some traffic planners, I can run a small
car (keyword here is small) in and out of Wellington for this and that does include fuel and an
allowance for maintenance. Secondly, the exercise of catching a train and then a bus involves nie in
more than 3 hours of travel, as against around half that time if I take my car. If I take a bike 0111 the
train, I expect to have it carried as part of my fare and it has to be carried every time I take it to the
train st(ation, otherwise it just defeats the whole purpose. By taking the train and my cycle 1 art-1 doing
my bit to reduce Dollution and inner city traffic congestion. I don’t expect to pay a premiun- and be
subject to huge time penalties fore using public transport.

It is time some imaginative thinking was put into public transport. The use of public transport :jhould
be so financially lucrative and so convenient that I wouldn’t dream of taking my car in. Unfortuinately,
current thinking so far has centred around taxing my car (fuel taxes, GST, registration cost’; and now
tolls being talked about) so heavily that I am forced out of it. Wrong approach.

CHARLES KUIPERS
22 St. lames Court
Paraparaumu 601.0
New Zealand

Email: maskini@xira.co.nz cmailto:rnaskini@xtra.co.nz>

Tel: +64 4 2986303



Greater Wellington Draft Regional Cycling Strategy 2003
Comments

Hi
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Strategy. I must say that Greater Wellrngton are very good at the public consultation, and
hopefully get good feedback from the public. I’d be interested to know what the rate of feedback
is. Having been involved in the running of publrc consultation exercises myself
I know that it can be frustrating trying to hear from those you would like to hear from. While on
the suDject of public consultations, one thong that can really help IS a form in the document you
are consulting on that gives some guidance on the areas where you would particularly lrke input.
Anyway, I digress, you want to hear about my views on your cycling strategy

I have had a good read through it, and racked my brains to see how It fits into the broader context
oi some of rhe oiner siraiayfes around, and into ihe idea 0; sustainable tianspoii and Susiaiiiabie
settlements In addltlon to tnrs New Zearana nas some prerry speclfrc targets to achreve through
Its ratification of Kyoto and the presence of the Natronal Energy Effrclency and Conservatron
Strategy. Other sustainability related strategies are being developed by MOT and Transfund.
Knowing that these other sustainabilrty strategies are present, I am surprised to see that the likes
of MOT, Transfund, and EECA were not Involved in the development of this strategy. The goals
set ou! by some of the above agencres are sigmficant and the target dates are also getting closer
at a fnghtening rate. As an overarchrng comment on thus cyclmg strategy, I do not belreve It goes
far enough in its actions and measures and risks not making much impact by the time the critical
dates for the other strategies arrives. This strategy does not address the point on developing and
enhancing safe, attractive, cycling routes from the RLTS Objective 1.

Access to public transport.
This has got to be the high point of this strategy. Of the actions proposed, thus will be the greatest
one for making a difference to the number of people cycling. Unless one is very good at picking
the weather, the eternal optimist, or some sort of cycling machine, then a major disincentive to
cyclrng is the wind and the rain. You may have a nice trip one way, but 99% of the trme by the
time you come to turn your trip around and return to your starting pornt, the wind is against you.
This will wear down the most optimistic person eventually. Obviously you can’t change the
weather (That’s for the Climate Change Office to do) but having an alternative way of getting
yourself and your brke home IS a great thing. Having this option available will make cyclrng
attractive for quite a few other people who would not normally do it. it will also be a great safety
feature in that on bad weather days, the cyclists will not be on the road and therefore will not be
injured by sliding cars, people not seeing them, and ail the other accidents that occur during bad
weather. Other people who I have spoken to have all said that they wouldn’t mind biking to work
in Wellington from the Hutt Valley as there is a cycle way, but the return trip is hazardous as it
has to be done on the main road. By allowing bikes on the trains and buses then that section of
the trip is bypassed safely. When taking bikes on the trains, the high charge that is applied at
present is such that it equals the cost of a round tnp had you not had the bike with you. When
ever I come up against that one I always think “Why did I bother riding today?“. There are some
enlightened train guards who let you carry the bike without extra charge - but sadly they are few
and far between.

Safety risk
There are a whole heap of reasons why cycling is dangerous. It is not just a matter of education
and changrng perceptrons. It is a fact that cycling is dangerous due to poor design of roading
systems that do not take into account any users other than cars and trucks. To achieve the
maximum change in the perception and actuality of the dangers associated with cycling you need
to make physrcal cnanges 10 me roaalng Intrasrrucrure. I nrs srraregy uoes rro1 atrend 10 Lrns
aspect of things at all. Instead it seems to focus on education only. From my own research into

successful programmes, one message that came across very strongly was that educatron and
promotional programmes such as those proposed in this strategy, have only a very limited life.
When the programme stops, so the gains achieved drain away very qurckly. For permanence,
only physrcal changes are successful. In the case of some of the programmes I have had contact
with, the only time success has been srgnifrcant for promotion and education programmes are
when there is a crrsrs that wrll affect the people you are targeting. There has to be a strck to go
wrth It I.e. It you are not nice to cyclists then we wtll tntroauce rosa tolls so tnat as soon as your
car leaves your drrveway you will have to pay $5 for Instance. The LTSA itself is an obstacle to
good safety for cyclists as its focus is very much on the car driver safety rather than the safety of
all road users. They promote bigger cars as being safer. This may be true for the driver (until
someone else buys a bigger car) but rt is much less safe for pedestnans, cyclists, and any other
light road user-but I guess this isn’t your problem so much but it is something that should be
pointed out to them.

Here are some examples of where the safety risk can be mrtrgated by good road design These
are physical changes that will make a permanent difference to cycling safety
Fiound abouts - these darlings of Hutt City i’lanners are drabolicai for cyciists as drivers come up
to them wrthout the expectatron of needing to stop and tend not to look for cyclrsts I have had
more near mrsses on them that anywhere else Motorists seem to be more pushy and Impatient
on them.
Pedestrian shelters-these are the extenttons of the curb that project out Into the road. They

force cyci~srs our Into tne rraffic There are two so~ur~ons here, apd tnat 6 rhe ctitting dotin of th8
srze of the projection or the entrre removal of the shelter and removal of parking spaces for a
distance of 25m on either side of the pedestrian crossing to allow good visibrlrty of the
pedestrians.
Angle parking-motorists need to pull out across your path before they can see you. Angle
parking should be banned.
Cycle lanes that are a painted line - motorists drive over these with impunity. There needs to be
a physical buffer between cyclists and the motorists.. I have been pinched up against the curb by
motorists crossing the painted cycle lane strips. The painted lanes achieve nothing.
Road paint used -the type used by Transit that caused a cyclist to be krlled when he slipped on it
is still there. It should have been removed immediately and an alternative put rn its place.

These are just a few details. I’m sure the development of proper design details has been done
overseas, and in New Zealand Your strategy should be ensuring they are implemented in new
road developments and retrofrtted to existing ones.

Politics
The only sure way of getting more cyclrsts out on the roads and less cars, is to separate the
cyclists from the cars with a physical barrier. This strategy does not attend to this essential
aspect. You mention the need for polrtical will to continue on with measures as they will take
time. I don’t agree with thus. If adequate physical measures are Installed, the gains will be quite
quack, and also quite vrsible. This IS something that is politically attractive. Politrcians can point to
a new cycle way and say “look what I’ve done”, whereas if they say they’ve run a 5yr education
programme on putting lights on your bike which has achieved no gain in cyclrng numbers their
voters are not going to be particularly excited.

Competition for Funding
It is quite true that cycling misses out on funding. This is mainly due to cyclists and pedestrians
being missed in road user surveys. The surveyors are not looking for cycles as they are so busy
counting cars. If a cycle rode over their toe they might take notice but otherwise not. I believe
Transfund is presently sponsoring quite a bit of research on this aspect. A way around this is to
pnrmnrk in% SRV nf any npw rondinr~ dPvPlnnment tn he IISP~ fnr rvrl~ 2nd nprfestrinn farilittps
Thus a $1000006 roundabout will generate a $lOOOOO cycling proj&t - that’s a very long
cycleway.



Cycling Skills for Adults
I’m not so sure the targeting of this item is quite right. Most cyclists that I see are very good
riders but do not follow basic road rules. To bring down the accident rate, there needs to be
greater policing of cyclist behaviour Make them stop at red lights, make them give way to
pedestrians I would hope that this would mean that attitudes and therefore behaviour towards
cyclists would improve.

Don’t Burst My Bubble
A good campaign but it should not be seen as the be-all-and-end-all as it does not achieve
permanent results. It will evaporate from motorists’ minds as quickly and easily as last week’s
Short/and Street episode.

Cycieway rnairlierlarlcr
Other dislncenlives are the pnnr lipkeep of the present cycle ways A series of punctures I” a
short i”!ewa! W!!! cause people !!I say - “4h bugger !! Thfs IS a waste of time ! !h!nk !‘!I buy an
SUV and drive that to town instead.” Again th!s IS a physical change that your strategy should be
addresslng.

Monitoring
Cycling Advocates Network CAN run a good survey for cyclists Take a look at that Some
aspects may prove to be useful Their data collecteo may also be a source of good Info.

I think you’ve probably heard enough from me. In summary more physical projects and getting
stuck into the public transport issue seem to be the best way forward with your strategy. Thank
you again for the chance to be involved. I appreciate it.

If you need to contact me about this, then please do. My details are below.

Regards

Hamish Trolove

zedd@paradise.net.nz
188 Whites Line East
Lower Hutt
04 938 1630 (home)
04 470 2229 (work-till end October)



Wellington Regional (:olmcil[ 10 1 01: 7 2003-
Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy
Greater Wellington Regional Council: Transport
Wellington Office, PO Box 1 1646
Wellington

144 Coromandel Street
Newtown, Wellington, 6002

New Zealand/A3tearoa

27 September 2003

Dear Sir/Madam
re Regional (&lint! Strategy

I read with interest the Draft Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy. I commend Wellington
Regional Council for beginning to take this mode of transport seriously and taking steps to plan for
this in a more systematic manner over a 10 year period.

I agree with many of the sentiments expressed within the bulk of the document e.g. the evolution of
cycling as a valued transport mode, the need for integrated transport systems, giving greater priority
to when considering competing funding requests.

However, the overall amount of money devoted to this strategy seemed to reflect its status in
relation to other modes of transport. This is less than 141,000 p-a., on average over the next 4 years.
How much is spent on preparing our roads for car users?

Even more surprising is the commitment of $40,000 to leisure cycling funding localised fun rides. I
regularly commute to work and despite your heart warming statistics of risk of casualty 1:40300
hours riding, I frequently experience those near misses that are not recorded. I would welcome steps
taken to provide dedicated cycle lanes that are located in practical ways e.g. a route i?om Newtown
- city Centre without cycling on leisure cycle paths a long distance out of my way. I would be
excited to hear about greater steps taken to reduce car use in the centre of Wellington with
improved perimeter parking., public transport, cycle and pedestrian access.

I could see Wellington beco:ming the “Amsterdam” of New Zealand with all the benefits for its
residents and attractions for its, tourists.

Yours sincere1 y

Quentin Abraham

CycleStratqy.doc







Lesley McConnell-----~- ---
From: Margaret McLachlan
Sent: Thursday, 4 September 2003 17:15
To: Lesley MlcConnell
Subject: FW: Comments on the Cycling Startegy

-----Original Message-----
From: Fanny Lariviere [SMTP:Fanny.Lariviere@Critchlow.co.nz]
Sent: Thursday, 4 September 2003 4:48 p.m.
To: ‘info@gw.govt.nz’
cc : ‘s.wood@massey.ac.nz’
Subject: Comnents on the Cycling Startegy

Hi!

It is great news to see that the WCC is working on this strategy..

I had a good read to the document anld I would like to make the following
comments:

* Very good points and strategy ‘well laid out.
* Good to improve accessibility tl3 public transport for cyclist.
* There are other cycling organisiations in the Well Region that
organise events and are involved in cycle safety: Capital Cycling and the
Women;s group, Well and Hutt Tri and Multisport Clubs and other MTB clubs.
They seem to be lefi: out in the strategy which seem to focus on the casual
cycle users.
* On p8 the strategy says:

“Greater Wellington’s strategic directilon is set out in ‘Take IO’, the Long
Term Community
Council Plan, of whil:h Transport is a significant feature. More short trips
made by cycling
are desired, the target being “75% of all trips up to 1 km are walked or
cycled and 56% of all
trips up to 2km are walked or cycled by 2013”.

But really, one should be walking if they are travelling within a 1-2km
radius. The strategy should aim a a l Okm distance to cather for a larger
cycling public. Otherwise, the stral:egy will leave out the main users of
the cycling network (in term of time spent on the bike or distance covered
per week) eg cycle-sportifs, commuters, week-end trippers.

* Is there a commitment to main,taiin the cycleways to a high standard?
eg the cycle way along the Hutt Rclacl between CBD and Petone is not used by
cyclists due to poor conditions and accumulation of debris, glass etc...
* Long stretch of cycleways are better then small 100’s of meters
sections joined up together...
* Have you done any comparative studies with other countries and how
they implemented their startegies.v?? Holland and Quebec (Canada) are very
very good examples.

Could you please confirm that you have received and will consider these
comments when reviewing the strategy? That would be awesome,

Please let us know how we could assist,

Kind Regards,

Fanny
PNP Cycling Club - Women’s Group Co-Leader

- - - - -

I



- -
Fanny Lariviere - MSc (Hons)
GIS Project Consultant
Environmental and Raster solutions

Critchlow Associates Limited
Level 7, PricewaterhouseCoopers Tower
113 The Terrace
PO Box 4103, Wellington, New Zealand
Telephone: 64 4 4.72 8244
Facsimile: 64 4 4172 6695
email: fanny.lariviere@critchlow.co.nz
visit our website: http://www.critchlc,w.co.nz

WARNING - THIS EMAIL TRANSNIISSION IS CONFIDENTIAL
This email transmission (including any accompanying attachments) contains
confidential information which may be subject to legal privilege intended
for the named addressee. If any other reader is not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or
reproduction of this email is prohibiiedl. If you have received this email
in error please contact us immediately.



From: PNP Cycling Club [pnpcycling@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, 20 October 2003 2155
To: Lesley.McConnell@gw.govt.nz
Subject: Draft Regional Cycling Strategy

PNP Cycling Club was formed in 1926 and presently has in excess of 150
paid-up individual mlclmbers and over 5’00 subscribers to our email newsgroups
Our club has noted substantial growth in the number of active road cyclists
in the last ten years with many cyclists being participants in organised
events as well as commuting to work.

PNP Cycling has identified what it considers to be a number of shortfalls in
the proposed Draft Regional Cycling Strategy. Some of these shortfalls are
commented on here. This list is not intended to be exhaustive.

1. Lack of consultation with key stakeholders

The draft strategy appears to have been formulated by consulting with only
one advocacy group and without comment from other groups that should have
been invited to provide relevant input.

Groups that should lhave input into a regional strategy include:

Sport Wellington Region
Port Nicholson Poneke Cycling Club
Wellington Veterans Cycling Club
Wellington Triathlon and Multisport Club
Hutt Multisports Club

2. Duplication of information already prlovided by existing websites

Each of the above organisations, and Greater Wellington, have websites for
their target groups that also link to each other. The need to set up
another website does not seem justified; the money could be better spent
supporting these organisations to maintain and develop existing web
resources.

3. Lack of acknowledgment of existinlg events

There are already at least four major fun rides in the Wellington region
every year. There are also many orgainised regular weekly group rides in the
Wellington Region which have not beein considered in the formulation of the
strategy.

4. Strategy does not appear to be linked to or coordinate with national
strategies or national sporting bodies.

It is a national problem that cyclists as road users are ignored in the
design of roads and existing road changes

eg Why have Wellington city Council c’ontinued to introduce roundabouts and
centre barriers? These narrow the roads thereby increasing the danger to
cyclists.

5. The development of the Regional cycling network ignores the fact that
all roads are cycling roads.

The maps developed to date assulme that users are travelling into or out of
the region and ignores the fact that most users are within the region.



We are keen to have significant input Into a regional cycling strategy but
believe the draft needs major revision. Our request is that a consultation
meeting be held on a weeknight, preferably Monday, so that all interested
parties can attend.

Ian Kirkman
President

- - -
Surf the net and talk on the phone vvith Xtra Jetstream @
http://www.xtra.co.n;r/products/O,,580:3,~00.html !



The Presidlant
The Victoria University Cycling I MountainBike Club.
Post Office Box 600
WELLINGTON

Strategic Working Group- WellIington Regional Cycling Strategy
Greater Wellington- The Regional Council
Wellington Office
Post Office Box 11646
WELLINGTON

18 October 2003

Attention:
For reference:

Lesley McConnell
Greater Wellington Regional Council
Transit New 2:eaiand
Land Transpomrt Safety Authority (Wellington)
Cycle Aware (,Wellington)
Wellington Regional Public Health Service
nosuv.org
Cycling New Zealand

Sports lJtility Vehicles: A Distinct and Growing Threat to Cyclists and Cycling
in the Wellington Region.

Dear Lesley and team,

We, the rnembers of the Victoria University Cycling / Mountainbike Club would like to
offer the following submission for consideration by the Wellington Regional Cycling
Strategy, Strategic Workiing Group, in relation to the proliferation of urban-bound light
trucks, or SUVs (Sports IJtility Vehicles), on Wellington roads, and their effect on
cyclists and cycling within the Greater Wellington Region.

We strongly believe the negative effects of SUVs to cycling in the Wellington Region
to be wide-ranging, and that the consequences to Wellington cycling and cycling
culture run deep.

New Zealand LTSA and European NCAP ratings consistently rate the SUV genre of
vehicle among the very vvorst offenders in tests measuring ‘Aggressiveness to
Pedestrians and Cyclists’, tests that generally exclude the additional impact on non-
motorised road users of popular Wellington SUV ‘accessories’ such as running-
boards and bull-bars.

The SUV’s ‘aggressiveness’ towards cyclists is generated primarily through their size
(height, length, width, weight). This size, roughly twice that the average car,
produces massively disproportionate roll-over rates, greatly decreased stopping
distances, poor peripheral vision, and is generally incompatible with our regions road
and parking capacity and design, where the cyclists limited space is the first to be
encroached on. The height of the vehicles creates a tendency for their operators to
‘tailgate’ due to their abiliity to see over the cyclist or road-user in front (a danger-
twice considering the negative effect that height has on stopping distances) while
limiting the ability of a ,following cyclist to observe the terrain and dangers ahead,
while the power required to propel a vehicle of SUV proportions results in emission



levels at the top of the LTSA’s list of highly-polluting vehicles. The negative effect of
these bulky trucks on the Icyclist’s environment is tremendous.

One example of the manly consequences of such ‘aggressiveness’ is the SUV’s
recent impact on the already dwindling number of children cycling to, and around
schools. Today many of the Wellington Region’s schools twice daily resemble
military exercises, as parents in light-trucks pick-up and drop-off their children.
Western nations are eKpenencing a growing number of student injuries and fatalities,
as children, too small l:o be seen from SUV height, are literally ‘crushed’ under these
vehicles. The child cyclimg (or walking) to school is put at great risk as the gates of
their schools become tilled with these cumbersome vehicles and their toxic fumes-
the ‘natural’ reaction by parents being to ‘put away the bike’, and themselves drive
their children to school, compounding the danger and decreasing the number of
children (cycling in our region. An interesting parallel can be drawn between this
phenomenon and the isoaring rates of obesity in our once healthy children.

The increased risks caused through the operation of four-wheel-drive vehicles are
such that the New Zealand Defence Force require formal theoretical and practical
training and licensing (in addition to a full, clean licence) before any defence-force
staff drive, on road, their flour-wheel-drive Land Rover- a vehicle eclipsed by the size
of most urban-bound SU~V’s. Thousands of greater Wellingtonians are commuting,
alongside cyclists, on Ihe Wellington Region’s narrow, highly-populated and confined
roads in trucks, using licences almost universally issued after an applicant has
proved their ability to operate a car.

For such reasons, we propose to the Strategic Working Group that the Wellington
Regional Cycling Stralegy include the formal acknowledgment of this distinct and
growing ,threat to the health of both cyclists and cycling, and cycling‘s evolution into a
valued mode of transport that is safe, accessible and pleasant throughout the
Wellington Region, and/or initiate research into effects on cycling of the SUV
phenomenon within our Iregion.

Further referenced information about this unfortunate phenomenon in Australasia
and its consequences to’ cyclists and other road users can be accessed through the
comprehensive nosuv.org website.

Thanks to you and your team in advance for your consideration of this submission.

Kind regards,

Paul Larkin
President
On behalf of:
The Victoria University Cycling Club’s
One Hundred and Thirteen subscribing Members.
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Kapiti Cycling Inc. is a qcle advocacy group set up by, and for cyclists on the Kapiti Coast %o----
promote and encourage cycling. Kapiti Cycling Inc. advocates for commuter, school and a b y 4 - : ~ jf
cyclists. Kapiti Cycling Inc. represents the views and needs of cyclists to Kapiti Coast District . -
Council and Transit NZ and supports the provision for cyclists as stated in CWB Draft Strategy.
Kapiti C.ycling Inc. is affbawd to the national group Cycling Advocates Network

General Comments:*

We thank Greater Wellington for the opportunity to submit to this strategy. We strong.y
support the vision and purpose of the strategy as stated on page l.of the strategy and
Objectives as stated cm page 8.

We note your staternent on page 2 of the Draft Strategy: ” District and city councils own
and operate the local road network, their land transport decisions are required to be not
inconsistent with, comply with and implement the RLTS”. Our fear is that our local
council nevertheless may choose to do nothing (for cycling) and recommend some
mechanism to ensure that safety for cyclists is addressed.

SpecifkComments:

Action Ptogrammel. Objective: Advocacy (pg 9.)

1. We commend all the Actions under this objective. Re the first objective Target:
“Funding levels to meet tha.t recommended in RCA cycling work programmes”
and the corresponding performance measure, we question this being possible, :LS
some councils rn:ay not provide a detailed Works Programme for cycling. HCIW
can this performance measure be monitored if the Council does not provide the
above?

2. We specifically strongly commend that a Regional Cycling Coordinator positio:l
be appointed.

Submission to Draft Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy August 2003.
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Safety. Objective 2 (pg. 10)

1. We commend all the Actions under this objective. In addition to other courses
mentioned, we recommend a Cycle Maintenance course to be promoted.

2. We recommend one more action: Establish a cycling learner ground in the
Region, similarly to the one recently established in Dunedin. Such areas are
common in Denmark for example. Children and adults are tested on their cycling
skills via simulated roads, traffic, lanes and signs.

Accessibility: Objective 3. (pg 12)

1. We commend ,zll Actions under this Objective. We particularly support “ Identif i
inadequate sections on the regional network. . . . . . . . . . . .” On the Kapiti Coast the
Millenium Cycleway was opened on Labour Day 2000, but it is inadequate on
most sections for tourists and commuters. Cycle path connection between
Waikanae and ‘Paraparaumu is of great strategic importance, as such a link would
reduce traffic on the main road. A Wapiti Cycling survey in addition to anecdotal
evidence, show that 71% of the sample would cycle if there was a wide and
s’mooth path between Waikanae and Paraparaumu.

2. A further missing link is between Otaki and Peka Peka. Although KC’s proposal
(914 signatures we-r’e collected and given to KCDC) was for a link between Otak.
to Paekakariki, the extension to Otaki has never been negotiated. Support
enshrined in a Regional Cycling Strategy is most appreciated.

3. We would like to add another Action: Assist local authorities to set up trusts to
secure f;mds for ~developmtmt and infrastructure work and fostering community
relationships for tourism routes such as the Wapiti Coast Millenium Cycleway
from Otaki to Paekakariki. ‘I’his route affords many heritage sites and natural
areas and could be extended to Wellington. Refer the Otago Central Rail Trail
Charitable Trust. (Paper delivered by Owen Graham at the recent Cycling
Conference in Auckland.)

Awareness Objective 4: (pg 14)

1. iZction 1: Co&d Bkcncws: At present this is a very crammed page and the type
is so small that it is hardly readable for anyone over 40. Could this page be spread
over two pages if necessary?

2. The Webpage should bc called the Greater Wellington Cycling web page not
CAW webpage.

3. .4dditional A.&on: The Grcatcr Wellington newssheet ELEMENTS carry
cycling and walking news as a regular feature.

Submission to Draft Wellalgton Regional Cycling Strategy August 2003.
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Wellngton Region Strategic Cycle Network

Kapiti Coast District: ‘JYhe:re is an en-or here: Northbound should not end at Peka Peka
Road. The route was desi;gnated to continue to Otaki and passed by Kapiti Coast District
Counc~i rc.t the District Dt:vc:lopment meeting in Dec. 1999.

Appenh 3

We commend GW for attaching a budget to the strategy 2003-2007

Appentliv 4

We strongly support the appointment of a Regional Cycling Coordinator and the listed
Key Functions of a YRegional Cycling Coordinator.

Submission to Draft Wellirlgton ReFgional Cycling Six-ategy August 2003.



To:
Greater Wellington

Submission on the draft Regional Cycling Strategy
From Cycle Aware Wellington (Inc.)

About Cycle Aware Wellington
Cycle Aware Wellington (CAW) is a local advocacy group for cyclists in the Wellington region.
WI:: advocate for better conditions, with a particular focus on those who use their bikes as a
means of transport or for recreation. We are affiliated to the national advocacy organisation, the
Cycling Advocates Network.

CAW is pleased to have been involved in the development of the draft Regional Cycling
Strategy, and feels the process has been a valuable and collaborative one.

We: welcome the Strategy, anld congratulate the staff and councillors of Greater Wellington who
have invested their time and energy in this worthwhile project. We look forward to helping to
make it happen.

We would also like to take this opportunity to congratulate Greater Wellington for leading by
example in its provision of cycle parking facilities for its staff.

General comments
CAW supports the vision and objectives of the draft Strategy. We believe that developing a
cycling culture in the Wellington region is an essential part of meeting the goals of the
Wellington Regional Land Transport Strategy and the Long Term Community Plan. Cycling is
not the answer to all transport needs in the region, but much stronger recognition is needed of the
valuable role it can play in reducing unnecessary car journeys, in improving the environment,
and in building strong and healthy communities.

We: also strongly endorse the need for greater co-ordination and co-operation between agencies
in the region, and the need for a regional overview of the infrastructure relating to cycling
(aclcess to public transport, as well as provision on roads).

We. do have concerns, howeve.r, about the wording used in relation to safety @age 9: “LTSA data
further illustrates that cycling is less safe than travelling by bus, car or as a pedestrian.“). We
would prefer to see the wording “... that cycling has more risks imposed on it than other modes”.
This may seem a trivial point, but it is important to get the right messages out as part of any
education campaign. If people get a message that cycling is ‘dangerous’, they are very unlikely
to take it up.

We support the plan to undertake a perception study (page 10). We get anecdotal feedback from
our members and other members of the public about how people perceive cycling, but it will be
good to hav’e real data from which to plan.



We strongl:y support the focus on sharing the road, and the use of interventions (e.g. driver
education) which tackle the people causing the risk (or perceived risk).

We also support better integration with public transport. Care is needed, though, in using
surveys: interventions should not just be based on the demand for such facilities, since part of the
point of the strategy is to create demand.

Regional links are an essential element in creating a useful cycling network, and we support the
colmments on funding and co-ordination (page 10-11). We have been frustrated over the years at
the lack of strategic direction in the region, and believe that all RCAs (and we particularly point
out that the label includes Transit NZ as well as local territorial authorities) have a role to play in
the vision of getting more people cycling.

WI:: endorse the need for a long-term view to be taken by politicians (page ll), and we will do
our best to assist in keeping strong political support for the implementation of the Strategy.

Action programme
CAW supports the Strategy’s action programme, with particular comments on items as follows:

Co-ordinator
We believe it is essential to have co-ordinator. Many of the action points listed are things CAW
has tried to do (or get other agencies to do) over the years, with limited success. CAW is a
voluntary organisation, with small financial resources and stretched human resources particularly
during working h.ours. Other iagencies have been very supportive on and off, but action has relied
on the personal enthusiasm of individuals within those agencies, and has generally fallen off
when that person moves on. This has led to inefficiencies and frustrations for CAW when the
process has to be started again from the beginning, frustrations for other agencies when CAW
has not been able to respond in a timely manner, and a lack of overview for the region in terms
of deciding where the greatest priorities lie.
Many of the interventions planned in the Strategy rely on having someone available to keep them
moving. Without the co-ordinator, the Strategy is likely to fail.
Having this position would put Greater Wellington at the forefront of regional authorities in NZ,
and demonstrate a genuine willingness to implement the Strategy.

Central Government
There is a :huge amount of work being done by various arms of central government at the
mloment, with the aim of meeting the government’s stated objective of ‘promoting cycling’. The
opportunity exists for Wellington region to participate in the development of programmes,
including trialling schemes and ensuring that policies and programmes take account of the
palrticular needs of the Wellington region. Wellington should be in the forefront of this work
because it has a unique profile: it has an older-than-average age group among those cycling, it
includes in its region one of only two cities across the country with a rise in numbers commuting
by bike, it has limited roading corridors available so that travel on state highways is necessary
for many journeys, and it has a good public transport network to integrate cycling with.

Kiwi Cycling



Training children in safe cycling skills is an essential part of meeting the Strategy’s objectives.
Currently BikeWise instructors are paid to do the actual delivery of the Kiwi Cycling programme
in schools, but no-one is funded to set up a schedule of programmes or to work with schools to
ensure that they :include Kiwi Cycling in their activities. That work is done by enthusiastic
people in their own time, which means that the potential for uptake of the programme is limited
and somewhat patchy. Havirrg it co-ordinated by Greater Wellington would be an enormous
help, and make the aim of increasing safety for cyclists much more realistic.

Regional Cycling Network
As mentioned earlier, it is essential for someone to take an overall look at what is happening or
not happening for cyclists in the region, and to highlight any areas that need work to the relevant
authorities. While there is obviously still a role for road controlling authorities to prioritise work
programmes within their area, we believe that Transfund should have the ability to prioritise its
funding assistance depending on how a particular project fits into the bigger picture. Greater
Wellington is the obvious boldy to develop that bigger picture, though we would like to see some
recognition that a regional network should be a ‘living document’, and mechanisms included for
it to be reviewed or reconfimred every year or two.
We strongly support the inclusion of auditing work in this action point, but we believe that this
should be done at an early stage, so that it can influence the prioritisation process. We would like
to see a comprehensive audit for cycle-friendliness undertaken by a qualified person as part of
th’e regional network identification process. We believe that this would be a useful service that
Greater Wellington could offer to local authoriti’es and Transit NZ to assist with their own
planning. The need for it has been highlighted to us recently when Transit NZ produced their
work programme for the next three financial years. The last item on the programme - auditing -
is scheduled for ‘investigation’ in the last of the three years, but the information from that audit
is needed in order to make sensible decisions about which other projects happen first.

Public Transport Integration
We are very pleased to see the intention to build cycle carriage on trains into any new contracts,
since it is an issue that we have been asking for since 1994. However, we are concerned at the
emphasis on surveying the demand for carriage of bikes on trains and buses, and levels of access
to stations. If people are not already accustomed to these things being available, they are unlikely
to have built them into their current journey planning.
We believ’e that these things fshould be seen as a promotional activity, with good access and
integration options offered as an incentive to people to do something they may not have thought
of (i.e. riding a bike).
Bike carriage on buses, for example, is not something that many New Zealanders will have
experienc’ed. Making that service available should definitely be a Strategy action, along with a
programme of promoting it - “if you bike down the hill, we’ll take you back up”.

Riegional Cycling Maps
We would like to see it made clear that these will include recreational opportunities, such as the
Hutt riverbank, or rides in regional parks. We would also like to see a commitment to identifying
potential recreational routes, and to signing, maintaining and promoting them.

Perception Survey



We support doing this survey, and think the results should feed into the process of developing
thl:: Regional Network, along with the more formal auditing.

Contact BikeNews
We would very much like to see the continuation of this initiative at a regional level. With the
ch.ange in format of Contact newspaper (now just distributed in Wellington city) it is clearly not
as simple, but it is still possible (though probably more expensive) to have BikeNews syndicated
to all the local papers. We believe that BikeNews is applicable across the region already, since it
deals with issues like fun rides and events, clubs, examples of good practice and good news
stories, and tips for cyclists. We would like the budget for this item to be raised to reflect the
inlcreased ‘cost of ensuring that BikeNews continues to get to all households in the region.
It would, of course, also be glood to get other organisations to contribute both financially and

content-wise.

Group rides
We are very pleased to see this item in the Strategy, as we believe there is plenty of scope for
well-run recreational events. There are currently some such events being run by local
organisations, and we assume that the events mentioned here would draw in those as well as
setting up .new ones.
Another ag;ency which should be listed in the ‘Responsibility and Role’ column is the Regional
Sports Trusts. The Trusts administer SPARC’s ‘Push Play’ programme, which is focussed on
encouraging everyday and recreational activities..

Webpage
This is another initiative we welcome, but to maximise its usefulness it should include links to
wlhat is happening in local authorities and Transit NZ. We would like to see that aspect signalled
in the Strategy by the inclusion of RCAs in the ‘Responsibility and Roles’ column, giving those
agencies a role in ensuring that information is kept relevant and up-to-date.

Promotion
We would like to see another action point added under Section 4 (Awareness), to indicate that
work will be done to promote Cycle Friendly Employer resources. Greater Wellington has
contact with a grleat number of both public and private employers, and is ideally placed to get
this infom:Lation out to them. Many of the changes that an employer can make are small and not
costly, but are not done because the employer has not thought of them. Making the information
widely available, and leading by example, are valuable actions that Greater Wellington could
undertake at little cost.

Budget
We generally support the budget as proposed (subject to the comments above), but would like to
see a commitment to reassessing the budget after a year, to make sure that it is set at an
appropriate level. It would be: sad and frustrating for everyone if there was a co-ordinator
appointed but that person couldn’t achieve their potential because of inadequate resources.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Regional Cycling Strategy. Please
contact us if you need clarification of any of the points we have raised.



Cycle Aware Wellington Inc.
PO 130x 1 I-964
Wellington
Ph.one/fax: 04 - 3’85 2557
www.caw..org.nz
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23 October 2003

Greater Wellington -- The Regional Council
Acxess Planning
PO Box 11646
WELLINGTON

ATTENTION: Lesley McConnell

Dear Lesley

SUBMISSION ON DRAF’T WELLINGTON REGIONAL CYCLING STRATEGY

Thank you for providing th’e opportunity for the Council to comment on the Draft Wellington
Regional Cycling Strategy.

Please find atta.ched the Council’s submission, approved by the Emergency Management and
Traffic Safety Committee at its meeting on 23 October 2003. We apologise for the lateness
of our submission, but due to the timing of our Council Committee meetings, this was the
earliest date available to us.

Overall, the Council is very supportive of the draft strategy and commends Greater
Wellir@on on taking this first step in proactively addressing cycling issues in the Wellington
Region. The Council’s ma:in concern, as outlined in the submission, is to ensure that we
work together on cycling issues within the Kapiti Coast District in order to promote and
encourage cycling, and that. any regional activities are supportive and add value to the current
activities of the Council.

If you have any queries in relation to this submission, please contact me.

‘Yours sincerel:y

Sherilyn. Hinton
J’OLICJ: PLANNER- _ _ _
~cmail: sh~ri~n.illinton~~k~,~~,~~~~~t.nz
ph: 04 904.5 600

Kapiti Coast District Council
Phone (04) 904 5700, Fax (04) 904 5830 I75 Rimu Road, Private Bag 601, Paraparaumu. Website wvwkcdc.govt.nz



Submission on the Draft Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy -
Kapiti Coast District Council

October 2003

!Zeneral Comments- - -

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the Draft Wellington Regional
Cycling Strategy.

Overall, the Draft Strategy is an easy to read, focused and succinct document. The Strategy’s
vision stateme:nt and general objectives are supported. These are seen to be consistent with
the vision and objectives identified in the Council’s Draft Cycleways/Walkways/ Bridleways
Strategy and the Council’s road safety programme. The proactive and interactive culture
amongst agencies involved in development and advancement of cycling in the Wellington
region sought by the Strategy, is also supported. Increased coordination, co-operation and
collaboration is identified as a key objective in the Council’s Draft Cycleways/Walkwaysl
IBridleways Strategy.

The Council is concerned to ensure that the Strategy does not compromise the work
program!mes and direction being taken within Council in relation to cycling, particularly the
Draft Cycling/Walking/Bridleways Strategy, the development of a detailed
cycling/walking/bridleways network and the Council’s road safety programme. The
Regional Cycling Strategy should seek to add value to the current activities and work
program!mes of the Council.

A critical issue facing territorial local authorities is securing funding for cycling projects.
The Regional Cycling Strategy does not look to provide funding for cycling projects
undertaken by territorial authorities (TAs), other than region-wide education/promotion
campaigns and coordination activities. One of the main implementation actions identified is
‘to advocate at a national and local level for increased funding. However, whilst advocacy is
helpful to a certain degree, it does not generally increase the amount of funding available for
projects.

‘The Council would like to make the following specific comments on the Strategy:

Specific; Comments

Sectiodpage
number. - - .
Executive

r
Summary, page
i

PART ONE
Introduction,
Page 1- - .

Comment
- _ _ - -_ _ _ ~  - .
Support the statement that “Greater Wellington has the
opportunity to have an advocacy role in seeking increased
planning and funding at both national and local levels”.
However, the primary concern at the local level is the need to
secure fUnding for cycling projects. This is particularly an issue
for the smaller district councils in the region, like Kapiti, faced
with limited funding but with a significant need for improved
cycling facilities/services._ _ _ _ _ ~ ~
Support the Vision statement. This is seen as being consistent
with tlhc vision and objectives identified in the Council’s Draft
CyclewayslWalkwayslBridleways Strategy, and the Council’s_ _ _ -



Section/page
number

Comment

P-m-pose of the
Strategy, page 1

. . - - .
Roles and
Responsibilities,
page 2

road sa.fety programme.
Support the proactive and interactive culture amongst agencies
for the development and advancement of cycling in the
Wellington region, which is sought by the strategy. Increased
coordination, co-operation and collaboration is identified as a
key objective in the Council’s Draft CyclewaysiWalkwaysl
Bridleways Strategy.~ ~ _ _ -
The paragraph explaining the role of Territorial Local
Authorities needs to make mention of the road safety role
territorial authorities perform, and of our strategy setting and
planning responsibilities regarding cycling.
The paragraph should also make mention of the Local
Government Act 2002 - providing for and encouraging
alternative modes of transport in local communities form an
important component of the sustainable development approach
promoted in the Act. It should also be noted that under this Act,
the phrase Territorial Local Authority or TLA has been replaced
by Territorial Authority or TA - amend references to this as
anorouriate throughout the Strategy.

Roles and
Responsibiliti.es,
Page 3

. _ - - - - _ _ - - ~
Roles and
Responsibilities,
page 3

. . - - .
Strategy
Contex:t, E’olicy
Context page 4. - - - - . - . . -L~- - - -
Strategy
Contex. t,
Problem
Framing, page 5

_ - ~ . - -
S trateg y
Context,

’ Problem
Framing, page 6

r
Strategy
Context,
Problem
Framing, page 6

l -

Clarify what is meant by the broad, sweeping statement under the
paragraph explaining the LTSA’s role which states that, “The
LTSA manages the safety fkamework for users of the reading
network”._ _ _ - . - . __ - . -
Additional agencies/groups should be added to the list under
Roles and Responsibilities, for example:

.  S P A R C
? Local community and cycle advocacy groups e.g. Sport

Kapiti, Kapiti Cycling Inc.
1 These groups play an important role in advocating and lobbying

for cycling at a local level.
Make reference to the National Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Strategy (NEECS) and its relevant policy
objectives under the National Cycling Strategy Work section._ _ _ -
Agree with the statement in the second paragraph on page 5
under iSafety Risk that “improving cycling safety is an important
objective of this strategy”. Greater Wellington needs to ensure it
works closely with TAs, Transit, the LTSA and other relevant
groups, on this issue.
Agree with the statement under Limited ‘Shared the Road’ Ethic,
that strategy interventions need to target the skill development
and awareness of both drivers and cyclists. Again, Greater
Wellington needs to ensure it works closely with TAs, Transit,
the LTSA, and other relevant groups on this issue. For example,
the Kapiti Coast District Council is in the process of applying for

h
funding for producing a defensive driving video for cyclists._ _ - -_ _ _ - .
Encourage Greater Wellington to implement measures to remove
barriers to carrying cycles on metropolitan train services
(identified as an issue under the heading Limited Public
Transport Integration). In addition, public feedback through the
Kapiti Coast Community Plan process has highlighted that train
stations need more cycle lockers and that these facilities need to~ -___.~ .



- ~ . - - _ . ~
Section/page Comment
number

be better managed and monitored. The ability for buses to be
able to carry cycles has also been mentioned.

Strategy The Council is concerned to ensure that the actions stemming
Context, from the heading Inadequacy of Regional Cycling Links, are
Problem consistent with the development and implementation of local
Framing, page 6 cycle networks. The Council’s Draft CyclewaysWalkwaysl

Bridleways Strategy looks to improve both connectivity through
the district, as well as within the district. This will be achieved
by the identification and implementation of a detailed cycling
network which includes both on-road and off-road routes
(currently being developed).- ~ .

PART TWO Support the Vision and Objectives.
The Strategy, In relation to promotional/educational activities and the creation
page 8 of a dedicated coordinator to facilitate this, it needs to be ensured

that this position is supportive of the work/activities already
being undertaken by the Council. Such a position would need to
work with the Council (as well as other relevant agencies) and
support and link in with activities as appropriate. If created, it
would need to be ensured that the position added value to the
current situation within the Council. It would also need to
recognise the limited resources of smaller TAs such as Kapiti,
and the specific issues each TA faces, and take these factors into
account when developing programmes and advocating for annual
plan funding. An alternative to providing the regional
coordinator position would be to make this proposed funding
available to local Councils for on-the-ground cycling projects
each year.- - ~

Action 1. Objective: Advocacy
Programme,
page 9 Regional Cycling Forum - would like to see the Forum continue.

Is a useful information sharing network.

Regional Cycling Coordinator position - as mentioned above,
this position would be supported if it adds value to what is
already happening within the Council in relation to cycling. It
should not take away from current programmes/activities, but it
should add support and resources, for example support local road
safety programmes, other educational/promotional activities
relevant to cycling. It should also ensure that agencies work
together more, sharing information and ideas, and collaborating
on projects where possible and appropriate (including
opportunities to share costs). An alternative to providing the
region,al coordinator position would be to make this proposed
funding available to local Councils for on-the-ground cycling
projects each year._ _ _ _ _ -

Action 2. Objective: Safety
Programme,
page 10 Driver Education - support the provision for ‘share the road’ type

programmes, e.g. the adaptation of the “Don’t Burst My Bubble”
campaign. Need to ensure other agencies such as TLAs are
closely involved.- - .
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Section/page
number_ - - .

Comment

Action
Programme,
page 12:

Action
Programme,
page 14

Bikenews publication - now that Contact is a Wellington City
only paper, it needs to be ensured that Bikenews continues to
appear in papers like the Kapiti Observer, otherwise the
readership and therefore usefulness of this publication will be
greatly reduced.

Kiwi Cycling (Bikewise) pgl 1 - need to specify more clearly
what this action involves and how it ties into other programmes
and initiatives already around, e.g. Safe Routes to School. Also,
skills vs. safety aspects - what would be the focus? Question
how re,alistic the 90% target of schools in the schedule by the 3rd
year of the programme is, considering the existence of other
prograrnmes and the limited time & resources of schools? Also,
Youth Education Officers are supposed to teach cycle safety to
children, therefore how does this link in with this action point?
There is only currently 1.5 officers for the Kapiti/Porirua area,
and they are already stretched.

Overall, and as a general comment in relation to schools, it is
difficult to know what is currently going on regarding education
activities promoting safe cycling and walking. This is a result of
the large number of different programmes/activities taking place
and wh.ich are available to schools, and not all of these seem to
complement or fit well with each other. There is the potential for
a lot of duplication. Programmes available and being
implemented by schools therefore need clarifying and
coordinating. This may be something that the regional
coordinator position could be involved in.
3. Objective: Accessibility

RCA Work Programmes - the Council’s Draft Cycleways/
Walkways/Bridleways Strategy and development of a detailed
networlk plan will assist the development of the Council’s work
programme for cycling projects. This will feed into the
development of annual plan budgets. The Council is keen to
ensure that this work programme will be supported by the
Regional Cycling Strategy.

Regional Cycling Maps (pg 13) - these need to link in with and
be consistent with TA network maps. It would be useful to have
these maps on an easily accessible, central website. Areas of the
region where more detailed maps have been developed by TAs
etc could then also be added to this as appropriate to provide
more detail.
4. Objective: Awareness

Contact Bikenews publication - now that Contact is a
Wellin,gton City only paper, it needs to be ensured that Bikenews
continues to appear in papers like the Kapiti Observer, otherwise
the readership and usefulness of this publication will be greatly
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Comment

reduced.

Group rides - support the action to hold & support 4 localised
fun rides each year in TA areas.

Webpage - support the development of a coordinating &
information sharing website for Wellington region cycling.
Could put the regional cycling maps (under actions for Objective
3) on here, as well as links to each of the TA and relevant agency
websites.



Ref: GWRC-RC 1
Lesley McConnell
Policy Advisor
Access Planning
Greater Wellington: the Regional Council
PO Box 11 646
Wellington

Dear Lesley
17 October 2003

Draft Regional Cycling Strategy: Wellington City Council Submission

Please find enclosed the: Council submission on the Draft Regional Cycling Strategy.

Council has made a detailed response to the components of the strategy relating to
cycling safety, the proposed Regional Cycling Network, improving cycling service
levels through Road Controlling Authority Cycling Work Programmes and promoting
cycling in the region.

If you have any questions regarding the submission, please contact either myself or
Cliff Naud6, the Council officer responsible for co-ordinating the response to the
Draft Regional Cycling Strategy.

Yours faithfully

Stephen Rainbow
Director: Urban Strategy

F:KAA - Tmn~port\GW Cycling Strategy\GW RegionalCycling Strategy~letter~sub~~jqp&$gg~ 101 Wakefield Street, Wellington, t.jew Zealand
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WEI:,LINGTON CITY COUNCIL SUBMISSION ON THE GREATER
WELLINGTON REGIONAL COUNCIL DRAFT WELLINGTON REGIONAL
CYCLING; STRATEGY

1 Introduction
Wellngton City Council (WCC) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the
proposed Greater Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy. WCC believes the strategy
is useful in setting a broad strategic direction for cycling in the region, while
recognising that cities in the region have quite different transport systems and
priorrties.

Council would like to make the following points regarding the proposed Draft
Regional Strategy.

2 Key points to note on cycling in Wellington City
While the majority of cycling casuahies in the Greater Wellington Region do indeed
occur in Wellington and Hutt Cities (see Section 1 in Appendix 1 of the Draft
Strategy), it is important to note that cycling casualties in Wellington City indicate a
declining trend over time, as is the case with the Greater Wellington Region, as shown
in Figure 1. Moreover, Wellington City’s share of total cycling casualties in the
region has varied over the years, but has declined overall from 50 percent in 1993 to
42 percent in 2002.

Cycling casualties, Wellington City and Region, 1993 - 2002

Year

Figure 1: Cycling casualties, Wellington City and Region, 1993 - 2002
Source: Land Transport Safety Authority, 2002

Another important point to note is that Wellington is the only city in the region in
which there has been an increase in the proportion of journey to work (JTW) by
cyclrng in terms of Census data between 1986 and 2001 (see Figure 6 in the Draft
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Cycling Strategy). The “safety in numbers” notion mentioned in the Draft Strategy
explains the reduction in cycling casualties that has occurred in Wellington between
1993 and 2002 (see Figure 1 above), which WCC regards as a significant
improvement in cycling safety in the city.

However, Council regards improving cyclist safety on all city roads as a priority
which together with prolmotion and advocacy will lead to increasing the number of
cyclists in the city. Therefore, Council will initiate interventions where these will
result in an immediate improvement for cyclist safety, complemented by actions to
increase cycling numbers which will also lead to safety improvements in the longer
term.

As a general comment, Council notes that the content of the cycling strategy needs to
be seen in context of the RLTS, both in terms of the scope and size of the two
documents and in the competing priorities for available tinding in each TLA.

3 Problem Framing in the Strategy

3.1 Safety risk
The :safety risk to the age group S-19 year olds is noticeably higher than to other
groups (see Figure 5 of Draft Cycling Strategy), which highlights the need for safety
inten.entions to be aimed at this group in particular. Wellington City Council intends
to focus cycling safety effort on improvements to cycle infrastructure and facilities
around schools. Improved cycling safety for school children will also go some way to
persuading parents that it is sufficiently safe to allow their children to cycle to school,
thereby doing away with some car-based journeys for this purpose, reducing
congestion and fuel usage for these trips. As set out in the Draft Strategy to Increase
Walking and Cycling in New Zealand, cycling also has health benefits that can accrue
to the general population.

The relatively small proportion of cycle trips occurring in the region and the city (2%
of all trips i.n the region & 2.2% of trips in the city) in no way reduces the importance
of ensuring safety for cyclists in the city. WCC intends to incorporate safety for
cycling in all projects such as its new Safer Roads Project. However, the relatively
small numbers of cyclists in the city implies that the safety objective must be pursued
more through integration of cyclists into the general traffic flow, together with traffic
calming m.easures, as opposed to dedicated cycleways. International experience
indicates that cyclists do not necessarily prefer dedicated infrastructure, especially if it
is not conti.nuous between major origins and destinations. WCC therefore intends to
integrate cyclists more fully into the general traffic flow by traffic calming and other
measures where appropriate.

3.2 Perception of vulnerability
The general perception of vulnerability of cyclists in the region is important because it
influences the decision of people to actually cycle and therefore the number of
cyclists on the road. However, specific survey work needs to be undertaken to
determine the extent of this perception and the reasons why people view cyclists as
vulnerable.. Council welcomes the initiative of the perception survey of the



Wellington region and the incorporation of those results in the final version of the
strategy.

3.3 Limited “share the road” ethic
The ratio of 2:l for driver:cyclist responsibility for crashes involving cyclists in the
Wellington Region is particularly concerning given the vulnerability of cyclists in any
accident. The cyclist share of the responsibility for accidents of 33 percent implies
that greater emphasis should be placed on educating and improving the safety
awareness of cyclists so that their accident share can be reduced. This implies that
cyclists should also be aware that they are also obliged to use the road system in a
safe and responsible manner. An example that deserves attention in this regard is that
of co.urier c,yclists in Wellington City. At the same time, driver education on cycle
awareness ‘and safe or defensive driving techniques is also a key component of
creating a “share the road” ethic. This raises the issues of roadworthiness standards
for cycles and the need for cyclist skills and safety training. Council believes an
approach to extending the acceptance of the “share the road” ethic must involve both
drivers and cyclists for the approach to be successful.

3.4 Limited public transport integration
The current limited ability of cyclists to transport cycles on train services in the region
is due both to capacity Limitations on trains and costs. Council is of the view that the
alterations to the fare structure and carriage rules envisaged arising out of any
contr,acting process with a new rail operator are acceptable if the majority of
passengers are not inconvenienced and a user pays approach is adopted. The demand
for this service by cyclists also needs to be determined prior to any decision in this
regard.

Council agrees that the demand for cycle carriage on buses needs to be assessed prior
to a decision on this being taken. Safety issues also need to be incorporated into the
assessment.. While Council supports the provision of cycle facilities at public transport
interchanges (e.g. lock-up facilities) on a user pays basis, the demand for physical
cycling links into interchanges such as stations and terminals would have to be
assessed as an input to infrastructure requirements.

3.5 Inadequacy of Regional Cycling Links
A focus of the strategy should be to improve cross-boundary linkages between TLAs
in the region. The regional cycling network identified in the strategy is focused only
on certain arterial routes in the region and not on improving cycling linkages between
cities. Greater Wellington Regional Council (GW) also has a critical role to play in
assisting local authorities in securing funding for the upgrade and maintenance of all
cycle routes in TLAs, through advocacy and support for project proposals to
Transfund. Moreover, the strategy must recognise that TLAs are also responsible for
extensive networks of cycling routes that require funding on secondary or suburban
roads, for example around schools in the cities Regional cycling priorities must be
aligned with the parts of the network that are of local significance. The Draft Regional
Cycling Strategy should recognise that Wellington City’s concern is improving levels
of service for cycling on uLZ routes in the city, not focusing exclusively on arterial
routes. Improving the linkages across TLA boundaries and linking the cycle networks
of cities in the region is in line with this objective.
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3.6 Competition for funding
The relatively small numbers of cyclists means that cycling will be competing against
other projects at a local level for some time to come. It is for this reason that
Transfund has set aside funding specifically for cycling and walking projects, but this
fund has been oversubscribed by proposals. The competition for funding therefore
arises not only from other projects, but also from other cycling projects put forward
by other TL,As in the re,gion. GW can play a key role in advocating for an increase in
the level of funding set aside for cycling by government.

3.7 Opportunities for co-ordination
The co-ordination of activities across the region is an important goal with benefits for
the TLAs in the region. The role of GW in this regard is useful in ensuring an
integrated approach to cycling in the region and ensuring that cross-boundary
cycleway linkages are made between TLAs in the region. The role of the proposed
Regional Cycling Co-ordinator is an appropriate way of fXfilling this objective.

3.8 Challenges and Risks
Creating and maintaining support for the cycling work programme and the subsequent
funding of the programme are key areas in which co-operation between GW and
TLAs is required. It is ,important for GW to be supportive of efforts by TLAs in this
area and for the approach to not be confrontational or “top down”.

4 Components of the Strategy

4.1 Vision
The vision for cycling as a recognised transport mode is important because it means
that cycling requirements need to be incorporated into the planning of future transport
projects in all TLAs in the region. Council supports the vision to see cycling safe,
accessible and pleasant throughout the region. Council aims to integrate cycling into
the traffic flow in the city as far as possible either through traffic calming measures or
through the provision of separate cycling infrastructure where appropriate. Improved
edu&ion and training should help to reduce tension between cyclists and motorists,
and lean be expected to result in an improved perception of cycling as a transport
mode.

4.2 Objectives

4.2. .7 Advocacy ethic
GW is well-placed to take the lead in advocating for the needs of cyclists and
facilitating co-ordination between TLAs and other agencies and groups in the region.

4.2.;! Cycling safety through education initiatives
The safety objective is paramount not only in terms of reducing accidents involving
cycl.ists, but also in terms of encouraging cycling in the region. Education initiatives
must involve both mot.orists and cyclists and their personal responsibility for safe use
of the road system to be successful.



4.2.3 Increased accessibility, integration and safety
Increased accessibility, integration and safety for cycling should be possible in
Wellington City through the integration of cycling with other modes. Council
recognises that this might involve traffic management measures where traffic volumes
and road conditions make these measures necessary.

4.2.4 Improved awareness of commuting, recreational and tourism
GW has an important role to play in fostering awareness of cycling through a
combination of the media (including regional and local newsletters and news papers),
comm.unicat.ion channels such as regional and local authority internet websites and
through cycling advocacy groups.

5 Action Programme

5.1 Objective 1: Advocacy

51.1 Action: Local Level Strategy Programme implementation
The Council notes that GW proposes to undertake an advocacy role at the local level
to seek to ensure that .local funding for cycling is included in the Annual Plan in
support of t!he TLA cycling work programmes.

51.2 Action: Position of Regional Cycling Co-ordinator
The role of the Regional Cycling Co-ordinator will be useful in facilitating the
implementa.tion of the Regional Cycling Strategy across TLAs in the region. Council
supports the creation of this position on the basis that its role will complement that of
the local Road Safety Co-ordinators and that it will concentrate strongly on
developing education and training aspects of cycling. Council supports the role of the
Regional Cycling Co-ordinator in assisting TLAs in the region to complete cycling
linkages that cross TLA boundaries. The Regional Cycling Co-ordinator also has a
role lo play in ensuring that stakeholders such as TLAs, Transit and Tranz Rail work
together to address cycling issues in the region.

5.2 Objective 2: Safety

5.2.1 Action: Driver Education
Council supports the proposed education programme for drivers, but recommends that
an education programme be developed for cyclists as well, focusing on them taking
personal responsibility for their actions and using the road safely, in addition to the
information on cycling skills being made available. Council supports the role of Road
Safety Co-ordinators at TLAs in this process.

5.3 Objective 3: A’ccessibility

5.3.1 Action: Regional Cycling Network
The identification of the regional cycling network is important for ensuring access to
regional destinations and linkages between TLAs in the region. However, the detailed



implementanon of the regional cycling network will need to take into account the
programming and priorities of individual TLAs and their ability to accommodate the
cycle scheme into their transport networks. Currently, the Draft Regional Cycling
Strategy focuses on arterial roads while TLAs are likely to be developing levels of
service on their local cycling networks as a whole. Therefore, Council’s approach is
to ensure that all routes in the city have an acceptable level of service and are safe for
cyclists. The Draft Regional Cycling Strategy should be aimed at completing cross-
boundary linkages between TLAs in the region rather than focusing on a regional
cycling network that inc.ludes only certain arterial routes in the region. It should be a
TLA responsibility to determine how cycling is managed within each TLA area and
the identification of major routes, rather than specific roads (except for the few inter-
TLA Ilinks) should be recognised in the strategy.

Council agrees that it is the role of GW to advocate for and secure funding for the
regional cycling network. The first priority should be for inter-TLA links. The
costing requirements of the network and feasibility of improving service levels on
these sections should be undertaken in conjunction with the TLAs concerned. The
standard of infrastructure to be applied to the regional cycling network must also be
explicitly identified.

The Draft Cycling Strategy must be clear that a regional cycling network does not
imply only dedicated cycle infrastructure in all cases, but the integration of cycling
into the general traffic fllow on the local road network where this is appropriate.

5.3.2 Action: RCA Work Programmes
It will be expected that individual RCAs/‘TLAs will continue to develop their own
local cycle networks within the constraints of their funding priorities and the capacity
of their transport infrastructure to accommodate new cycle facilities. The local
progr’ammes should be developed with input fi-om GW. Council will develop a work
programme for improving levels of service for cycling that is appropriate for its needs
and not limited to the elements listed in the Draft Regional Cycling Strategy, e.g.
including service level improvements such as drainage grates and road edges. These
types of improvements need to recognise funding constraints by TLAs but may also
be considered when infrastructure such as drains are being renewed or replaced.

Local cycling networks are likely to comprise dedicated cycle infrastructure as well as
sections of the local road network where cyclists are integrated into the general traffic
flow where this can be done safely. They may also comprise shared
footwaylcycleways.

5.3.3 Action: Public Transport Integration
Council recommends that the survey of the perception of service levels at public
transport terminals for ‘cyclists and the level of demand for cycle carriage on all forms
of public transport be completed prior to addressing the issues of charges for peak
period cycle carriage. The investigation of the practical implications of carrying
cycles on public transport should also be undertaken prior to a position being taken on
the carriage of cycles on public transport. Council supports the notion of a charge for
peak period cycle carriage on public transport in line with the user pays principle.



5.3.4 Action: Regional’ Cycling Maps
The development of a set of maps of the region showing preferred cycling routes is
supported because it will assist tourist and local recreational cyclists and enhance the
attraction of the city as a recreational and tourist centre. Also, a set of maps showing
routes for commuting cyclists should be included. Signage at appropriate locations
would also assist cycle visitors to the region.

5.4 Objective 4: Awareness

54.1 Action: Con tact Bikenews
Council supports the creation of cycle awareness through the Bikenews, with a
primary emphasis on safety and riding skills and information on cycling network
conditions, e.g. maintenance work being undertaken or risky areas. The role of the
Council Safety Co-ordin.ator is supported.

5.4.2 Action: Group rides
Fun rides in the TLA areas is best undertaken in conjunction with GW, implying co-
ordination between the TLA cycling/safety co-ordinators and the Regional Cycling
Co-or,dinators. On a funding level, GW should take the lead in advocating for and
securing funding from Transfund. The objective of the rides should be to increase the
level of awareness and benefits of cycling in the city, along cycling networks.

5.4.3 Action: Webpage
The development of a regional cycling webpage aimed at promotion of cycling in the
region and activities and events is supported. However, this ought to be a regional
council initiative through the existing GW website, with linkages to related sites, e.g.
the intemet webpages of CAW and WCC.

5.5 Strategy cost

Council’s response to the expectation of the strategy for funding is examined in this
section.

5.51 RCA workprogrammes
Council supports the development of cycling work programmes by each TLA to
improve the level of service for cycling on local road networks where practical and
achievable. Council also supports the Draft Cycling Strategy leaving it to each RCA
to determine the level of funding for improving the level of service for cycling on
local road networks. This is appropriate because the requirements of each TLA or any
other RCA (e.g. Transit) are dependent upon the existing road network and numbers
of cyclists in that area.

The strategy recommends that RCA work programmes should be complete by
December 2004, for in.put to the 2005/06 Annual Plan process. Council suggests that
it will detez-rnine the priorities for cycling within its overall work programme. Council
is prepared to involve GW in this process in regard to cycles.



5.5.2 Regional Cycling Maps
The Draft Strategy envisages the development of a set of regional cycling maps by
March. 2004, with 50 percent funding by Transfund on one hand and 50 percent by
GW and TLAs on the other. While Council supports the development of a set of
regional maps for cyclists, it would not be able to contribute funding to this initiative
for its completion by March 2004, because this has not been budgeted for in its
current Annual Plan. Council will need to determine what level of contribution it
wishes to make to this regional initiative.

5.5.3 Contact Bikenews
The draft strategy requests a contribution of funds by other TLAs to publication of
cycling news and events in Contact Bikenews. Currently, this is funded by GW and
WCC in a -ratio of 50:50. Council supports the involvement of other TLAs in this
initiative.

5.5.4 Group Rides
Council supports this initiative as a means of promoting safe cycling, and argues for a
joint funding approach to be followed. No funds have been allocated for this purpose
in the current financial year, implying that a contribution of funds for this initiative
would have to be requested through the Annual Plan process.

6 Conclusion

Council generally supports the Draft Regional Cycling Strategy and requests a
continued close involvement with GW in the finalisation of the strategy, the future
development of the regional network project and future project work programmes and
funding.
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14 October 2003

Llesley McConnell
Policy Adviser
Greater WelVington - Regional Council
PO Box 11646
WELLINGTON

Dear Lesley

DRAFT REGIONAL CYCLING STRATEGY

Tlhank you for sending a copy of the Greater Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy for our
consideration.

Tlhe Wellington Regional Office of the LTSA has reviewed the contents of the Strategy, and
would propose the following, comments within each of the identified Objectives:

? Advocacy/Accessibility, It is recommended that each Road Controlling Authority in the
region develop its own cycling strategy in line with the Regional Cycling Strategy in order
to help guide the RCA Work Programmes identified in the Accessibility Objective.

? Advocacy. The creation of a Regional Cycling Coordinator position will require a high
level of interaction and co-ordination with the local Road Safety Co-ordinators. It is
essential that this be recolgnised as part of this role.

? Accessibility. It is recommended that all cycle facilities implemented through the RCA
Work Programme not just recognise best practice, but that designs, and the use of signs
and markings adhere to the NZ Cycle Des&n Guide and Cycle Network Planning Guide
that are currently being developed. Accordingly, uniform and consistent practice should
develop across the Region.

? Safety. The issues raised above all fit into the generic objective of Safety, and we would
suggest that the title used in the Strategy reflect the actions identified more accurately -
i.e. education and publicity of safe cycling.

? Safety. The actions within ‘Cycling Skills for Adults’ are particularly detailed - e.g.
conspicuity and light USE:. I suggest that this may actually infer that other campaigns may
not be considered. You should be aware that the annual LTSA cycle helmet wearing
survey shows a 91% cycle helmet wearing rate. Whilst higher than the average for New
Zealand as a whole, this figure has decreased from 96% in 2001.

In. addition, within the Monitoring and Review section of the Strategy, the identified systern
wide indicators for safety considers the ‘relative risk of cycling as a transport mode (measured

Land Transport Safety Authority of New Zealand Te Mana Marutau Waka Whenua o Aotearoa
Master Builders House, 234-242 Wakejield Street, PO Box 27-249, Wellington, New Zealand

Tel o-4-801 8989, Fax O-4-382 6420



against vehicle, pedestrian and bus travel)‘. Whilst this approach takes into account travel
patterns, it is important that the Region strive to reduce the overall number of cycle deaths a:nd
injuries. In addition, we note that whilst the Strategy seeks to increase accessibility, the
Strategy does not explicitly state the desire to increase cycling numbers or their overall
proportion in general traffic in the Region. However, one of the indicators of the strategy is
the ‘proportion of all trips cycled.’
Accordingly, should this indicator be a measure of success, we suggest the strategy clearly
state this particular objective.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Strategy. We would forward to its
successful implementation in due course.

Yours sincerely

Regional Engineer



19 October 2003

Lesley McConnell
Policy Advisor Access Planning
Wellington Regional Council
PO Box 11646
WELLINGTON

Dear Lesley

DRAFT REGIONAL CYCLING STRATEGY-

Contact: Rebecca Loader
Group/Division: Street Seruices
Telephone: 04 570 6944
Facsimile: 04 569 1625
E.Mail: loader8huttcity.govt.n~
Our Rejkrence:

I am pleased to provide comment on the Draft Regional Cycling Strategy, as follows:
The adoption of this strategy will “support efjcective, integrated and co-ordinated action.. . &
cycling” in a regional transport-planning framework. As such it is a strong step towards
meeting the goals of “Getting Tlzere - on fief by cycle”, the Ministry of Transport draft
strategy to increase walking and cycling in New Zealand transport.
The appointment of a regional cycling co-ordinator (RCC) is a key to the effective
implementation of this regional strategy. The creation of a distinct role with a cycling
focus indicates a commitment to setting up the processes necessary to see cycli:ng
integrated into the planning processes of both Greater Wellington and the region’s ro#ad
controlling authorities.
Successful mainstreaming of cycling may result in a future lesser staff requirement or
changed focus of the RCC position. This is a matter that can be incorporated into a
review of the strategy after a 3-5 year period.

Vision:

The vision is supported as desirable and achievable.
Objectives:

The objectives are supported.
Stratepv Action Programme

The Action Programme is supported. Hutt City already has a broad work
programme for cycling and an ongoing commitment from Council for continuled
funding of these initiatives. in addition, a Family cycling ride was held in the
summer of 2003 with another programmed for January 2004.

Appendix 2 Regional Stratiegic Cycling Network:

e The addition of a Porirua-Hutt Valley link is desirable. The specific route
is more appropriately developed with the applicable road controllilng



authorities (Porirua City & Transit New Zealand), but SH58 is considered
a sound basis for a network spine.
Wellington City Link - clarify where reference is to Hutt Road, Western
Hutt Road and Old Hutt Road.
Hutt City Link - clarify that the suggested Hutt River Trail link is along
the eastern stopbank of the river to the entrance to Stokes Valley, as per
the Hutt City Principal Cycle Network. Thereafter the route follows
Eastern Hutt Road northwards to Reynolds Bach Drive and then on to
Upper Hutt (‘either via the river trail or via Ferguson Drive).
Upper Hutt City Link - this route should extend to the northern portion of
Upper Hutt to connect with the Kaitoke Incline, Akatarawa Road and the
Holiday Park. An equally suitable route to Upper Hutt Station or ithe
northern portion of Upper Hutt may well be a continuation along the east
side of the riverbank (from Reynolds Bach Drive) to either or all of
Moonshine Road, Whakatiki Street and/or Gibbons Street. A southbound
route cannot: easily gain access to County Lane as this portion of
Fergusson drive is separated with a solid median.

Appendix 3 Strategy Cost:-
8. The controlling authority should lead identification of inadequate sections

of network in their specific area of responsibility. There is room for a co-
ordination role for RCC, but uncertain why funding of $10,000 is required.

0 Bikenews - investigate including in other publications such as: The
Dominion Post, Elements or other local papers, as Contact is no longer a
regional publication. May need to revisit budget allocation accordingly.

0 The provision of a regional allocation for a cycling event will provi.de
certainty to an ongoing high standard event that could rotate around the
region, effectively promoting cycling and cycle facilities around the
region.

Appendix 4 IRegional Co-ordinator:

The focus of this position is on co-ordination and promoting cycling initiatives
across the region, a key output of the strategy. This is a function more effectively
met by one person rather than the current ineffective piecemeal approach. We
suppolrt creation of this role.

If you wish tfo discuss or clarify any of the above comments, I can be contacted on direct
dial1 570 6944.

Yours &-tcerelv f

Re‘$e&a Etjgder
TR.ANSPOR.TATION ENGINEER
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If calling ask For: John Read

19 KITCHENER STREET
17 October 2003 MARTINBOROUGH

Manager Access Planning
Greater Wellington Regional Council
P 0 Box 1 l-646
WELLINGTON

Attn: Lesley McConnell

Dear Lesley

Wellington Regional Council
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GREATER WELLINGTON REGIONAL CYCLING STRATEGY

Thank you for the opportunity to submit to the Regional Cycling Strategy.

We will refer to the paragraphs WC disagree with.

Purpose & Strategy;
Second Paragraph. Only requires the first sentence. The Strategy is to develop the
goals not the implementation. This will be carried out by the relevant organisation and
authorities.

Roles and Responsibilities;
Replace the words “ensuring the delivery” with “setting the policy for a safe..

RCA’%;
Local G~overnment Act 2002. Whilst TLAs are expected to comply and implement the
RLTS. This strategy can only require their programme to be “not inconsistent with”.

STRATEGY CONTE?Cr- - -

Objective 4 Safety
Encourage programmes, It is the relevant authorities and organisations job to develop
safety programmes.

Sustainability Obiectives
Bullet point 2 add the w;ls “where practical” after “provisions”.



PART TWO

The Stl-ategy

Objectives
1 Create political advocacy for coordination among lead agencies
3 Promote accessibility.. .

The following two paragraphs describe the delivering agencies and have nothing to do
with setting a strategy. They have everything to do in implementing that strategy.
These groups are all involved with the local safety programmes or they could be
encouraged to be so. Th.at is political advocacy not doing it for them.
This covers the second paragraph as well.

The third paragraph in the same political advocacy to ensure that RCA programmes
are “not inconsistent with” the strategy.
The rest qualifies for the flatulent levy.

We strongly point out that the RI,TS is just that a strategy. The RLTC is to monitor
compliance with that strategy. The Strategy does not require any person to be
employed to implement programmes that are developed by agencies to be consistent
with the strategy. In the case of the Regional Council that should be by their transport
department which would have to be “not inconsistent with the RLTS”.

Yours faithfully

John Read
MAYOR
Email: tri.rh@sw&.govt.nz
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Wellington

1 3’h Octlober 2003

Regional Public Health
Hutt Valley District Health Board
Private Bag 31-907
Lower Hutt

To Whom It May Conceirn:

Please find attached a submission from Regional Public Health on the “Draft
Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy”. Regional Public Health provides public health
services that aim to improve, protect and promote the health of populations within the
greater Wellington region.

Regional Public Health welcomes the development of the draft Regional Cycling
Strategy and is please to be involved in the submission process to support this
positive regional development for the Wellington region.

We hope that our advice from the population health perspective can we incorporated
in the draft strategy in order to work towards better health of the greater Wellington
communities.

Kind regards,

Janet Mackay



1 3’h October 2003

Submission - Greater Wellington Regional Council’s Draft Wellington
Regional Cycling Strategy

Regional Public Health, Hutt Valley District Health Board

Regional Public Health (RPH) provides public health services that aim to improve, protect and

promote the health of popiulations within the greater Wellington region. While Regional Public

Health is sited with and part of the Hutt Valley District Health Board, RPH is also responsible

for the provision of public lhealth services for communities residing in Capital and Coast DHB

and Wairarapa DHB localities.

Regional Public Health welcomes the development of the draft Regional Cycling Strategy and

is pleaseNd to be involved in the submission process to support this positive regional

development for the Wellington Region. We see the development of a regional cycling

strategy as a positive step to detielop a combined and integrated framework to address

cycling needs for the Roacl Controlling Authorities (RCAs) and other interested agencies in

the Greater Wellington Relgion. With an over-riding strategy, a more comprehensive and

sustainable cycling culture can potentially emerge.

Greater Wellington - The f?egional Council has a key role in promoting the benefits of ‘free

and accessible modes’ of transport such as walking and cycling. Increasing the use of ‘free

and accessible modes’ of transport will have a direct positive effect on population and

personal health as well as contributing to a cleaner environment.

New Zealand is cuirrently facing an epidemic of obesity and diabetes in adults and

children with a major risk factor being lack of regular physical exercise. The provision and

promotion of activities such as walking and cycling is an important component in addressing

this problem and will help to reduce obesity rates and improve physical fitness in the

community. It is important to support affordable and appropriate access to activities for

groups most at risk from obesity.

The proposed Cycling Strategy is a positive move towards providing comprehensive

service to promote accessible, affordable, and active transport. While RPH is strongly

focussed on increasing the number of people who are physically active to increase health

benefits, we are also committed to promoting a safe environment for these activities to occur

in, and believe that one can not occur without the other. There are particular road safety

issues that need to be addressed to provide a more accessible environment for recreational,

commuter, and tourist cyclists in the greater Wellington region. The development of a



Regional Cycling Strategy provides a framework to address these safety and accessibility

concerns, and to provide ;a healthy environment for sustainable, active transport.

Vision

We believe that the vision of “The evolution of a cycling culture where cycling is a recognised

and valued transport mod’e that is safe, accessible and pleasant throughout the region”

should include “healthy” as one of it’s key indicators. While safer and more pleasant access

to cycling can be produceId through engineering works, “healthy” also indicates a reduction in

fuel emissions, which is detrimental to one’s health, through the reduction of motorised traffic,

It also encourages buy-in and participation from health and energy efficiency organisations.

While it is inherent in the strategy that through a region wide desire to increase the level of

cycling there will be a decrease in private transport use, we believe that the reduction of

motorised transport on the road through other means, such as increased public transport use,

increase carpooling etc. , should be included as part of the strategy. Cycling is not a stand-.- - - - -
alone transport mode and it is important to recognise the way alternative transport modes can

be linked together.

Policy Context

Greafer Welingfon 10 Year P/an

On page 5, it is stated that: the target is “75% of all trips up to 1 km are walked or cycled and

56% of all trips up to 2km #are walked or cycled by 2013”. While this is a commendable target,

we would envisage that the majority of these 75% and 56% would be people walking rather

than cycling. In general, when people are taking l-2km journeys, this would suggest a quick

trip through the city, or around their suburb. In many cases, the inner city is highly

‘unattractive’ to cyclists due to multiple lanes, traffic volumes, number of traffic lights, and

having a minimal road shoulder for cyclists. Similar problems can also be faced in suburbs

where road widths can be particularly narrow, leaving little room for cyclists to navigate.

Generally, there is little scope for roads to be widened in these suburban and inner city areas.

However, on longer journeys, main arterial roads tend to have a wider shoulder for cyclists to

travel along and, despite motorised traffic travelling at faster speeds, are generally free from

hazards to cyclists, such as car doors opening, parked cars, buses, and traffic turning into the

road from driveways etc. tJnless inner city roads are made free from motorised transport, free

from on-road parking, and widened substantially, we fear that cycling will still be an

unattractiive mode of transport through city centres and suburbs.

Objective 5 Sustainability

We would suggest that the first point under Objective 5, ” Promote environmentally benign

transport mechanisms”, be changed to read, “Promote environmentally friendly transport



mechanisms”. ‘Environmentally friendly’ is a more acceptable and common form to imply a

transport mode that is safe to the environment than ‘environmentally benign’.

Problem Framing

Safefy Risk

On page 5 of the draft strategy it is said, “The creation of a cycling culture in the region is

explicit in the vision and s’tems from:

? The region wide decline in cycling, and

? The desire for improved safety.

We would argue that rather than a desire for improved safety, it stems from a desire for

improved accessibilify, which can also incorporates improved safety.

The Strategy

We agree that the three interventions of

. Political advocacy

. RCA Cycling work programmes, and

. ,A Regional Cycling Coordinator

Are of vital importance to the success of the Cycling Strategy.

Rationale for Employment of Reqional Cvclinq Coordinator

There are a number of positive reasons for the employment of a dedicated Greater Wellington

Regional Cycling Coordin,ator, including the development of a comprehensive strategic

direction, a ‘one-stop-shop’ for cycling information, and a dedicated cycling advocate.

Comprehensive Sfrafegic Direction

While RCAs are required to have work programmes that state the improvements to be made

for their respective cycling networks, having a cycling coordinator will provide the ability for

these various work progralmmes to be more comprehensive and ‘region’ focussed. A cycling

coordinator will have the capacity to be involved with all RCA cycling improvements at a

strategic level so that a more widespread, region-wide approach to cycling networks is

achieved, rather than specifically focusing on individual localities, e.g., Porirua, Lower Hutt

etc.

One-stop-shop for Informafion

At present, there is no sinlgle source of information for cycling issues in the Wellington

Region. The local and regional councils, Cycle Aware Wellington (CAW), and cycle retail

outlets provide information for people regarding what activities are going on locally for cycling.



However, naturally, not everyone is aware of what is going on specifically in each locality. A

regional Cycling Coordinator will have the ability to be a central location for information for the

wider region in regards to cycling issues and developments.

Dedicated Cycling Advocate

At present, there is no sin’gle source of advocacy for cycling in the Wellington Region. While

there are a number of org,anisations who have a strong focus on raising awareness of cycling
\

issues, such as CAW, these are volunteer led groups and so, due to time and fiscal

constraints, are unable to provide as wide a role of advocacy as they would no doubt like.

Similarly., cycling advocac’y is just one of a number of roles that other organisations, such as

TLAs, the Regional Council, and Regional Public Health, have in their work programmes.

While a Regional Cycling lCoordinator will not reduce the input that other organisations will

take on cycling issues, it will provide a dedicated advocate on cycling issues.

By having a single cycling co-ordinator for the region, there can be one person who can

concentrate on the variety of cycling issues in the region, keep an overview of local cycling

activities, and share that information with the public. A cycling coordinator will be able to keep

abreast of all the developments in cycling policy at a national level and make sure that the

needs of the Wellington region area addressed in these policy developments, as well as

making sure that the RCAs in the Wellington region are addressing national policy needs. A

regional cycling coordinator will also be in a position to be aware of and follow up changes in

legislation and funding opportunities. Importantly, the cycling coordinator will be able to put

the strategy into action, and will be able to make it a living document, rather than just another

piece of legislation for consultation at specific times.

Objective 2: Safety

In relation to the action regarding Kiwi Cycling and a schedule of programmes to go out to

schools throughout the region, there needs to be an integrated programme with the Police

Education Officers, who currently offer a similar service to schools in the area. By having a

cycling co-ordinator, this task would essentially be much easier to perform as a single point of

coordination can be developed.

There is a general decline in the number of school children who cycle to school. While

cycling in general is still popular among school-aged children, due to perceived safety issues,

parents and teachers generally discourage cycling to school. Similarly, there needs to be the

development of consistent messages regarding child cyclist safety issues given to both the

children themselves, and their parents, so that parents are aware of the safety concerns and

the recommendations for their children. At present, parents are generally unaware of the

safety implications surrounding their children and cycling and there needs to be the



development of some prolcess whereby parents and their children are made aware of these

issues.

Objective 3: Accessibi1it.y

While rooding accessibility and public transport integration are highly important issues

regarding the accessibility of cycling for the region, these are not the only accessibility issues.

Many people would choose to cycle to work if their workplaces were more conducive to

providing facilities for showering and changing ,when they got to work. While we agree that

there needs to be a more comprehensive and adequate cycle network for the region, we also

suggest that there needs to be some investigation into the improvement of workplace

accessibility for cyclists. For example, there may be the need to provide incentives or

employeir rewards for those employers who encourage cycling by providing showers and

changing facilities, as well as cycle parks at their workplace. Furthermore, investigation into

bike stands at schools should also be looked into.

We are strongly supportive of the development of regional cycling maps that provide

information about safer and accessible cycling routes around the region. These will be of

benefit to help increase the number of people who potentially could become commuter

cyclists, as well as providing information for tourists in the area.

Objectiv’e 4: Awareness

As well as regular information on cycling issues in Bikenews, we would suggest that there

needs to be regular updates in other newspapers about the progress of cycling

improvements, and coverage of cycling events happening in the area. While Contact has a

large readership, there needs to be other awareness avenues explored to get as wide a

coverage as possible, perhaps in other local newspapers, radio stations etc.

Appendi.x 1

4. CyclinLg casualfies over time proporfional fo fofal crashes. (p. 20)

It is stated that “cycling casualties as a proportion of total road casualties in the region have

increasecl over the previous decade by approximately 3.5%, despite a general decline in

cycling numbers.” It is not clear whether this increase in cycling road casualties is a result of

cycling in inner city areas, ior whether it is cycling ‘between’ cities that is the cause. For

example, did the majority of casualties occur in cities themselves, or did they occur as part of

a commuter trip, e.g. on State Highway 2 between Wellington City and Lower Hutt? This

would have implications on the particular areas of need for roading developments.



RPH are strongly supportive of the praposed draft Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy, and

see it as an opportunity for a comprehensive approach to addressing the needs of cyclists in

the greater Wellington region. In particular, we are strongly in favour of the formation of a

Regional Cycling Coordinator posrtion. While Wellington region RCAs would be required to

implement the strategy, having an employed Cycling Coordinator would ensure that the

strategy plan is implemented more effectively and efficiently across all levels.
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Submission on the Greater Wellington Regional Cycling
Strategy - August 2003

1. Purpose

To adopt a Regional Council submission on the draft Greater Wellington
Regional Cycling Strategy which will then be forwarded to the Regional Land
Transport Comlmittee for consideration.

2. Background

The Regional Land Transport Committee (RLTC) at its 21 August meeting
agreed to seek !submissions on the draft “Greater Wellington Regional Cycling
Strategy -- August 2003”. Submissions were requested to be received by 20
October 2003.

The Council has two roles in relation to the RLTC and the Regional Land
Transport Strategy (RLTS). The RLTC prepares the RLTS for the Council to
adopt.

The RLTS contains policies and programmes concerned with passenger
transport, the Council is the agency responsible for implementing passenger
transport programmes.

When the RLTC is preparing the RLTS, it is the Passenger Transport
Committee of the Council that is usually involved in making submissions along
with the other :implemcnting agencies such as Transit and the territorial local
authorities. This is because the issues directly of interest to the Council are
often of particular relevance to that Committee. However land transport can
effect other Council activities and on those occasions other Council committees
may make submissions.

The Cycling Strategy and the RLTC request for submissions has identified a
need to review the Council’s usual process, as set out above. Indeed, the
relationship between the Council and the RLTC appears to need greater
clarification as undoubtedly when the Council adopts the RLTS prepared by
the RLTC it is committing the Council and in particular its Passenger Transport
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Committee to a raft of policies and programmes that have a significant
influence on the Council and a number of its roles and responsibilities.

3. Comment

The relationship between the Council and the RLTC needs review but this is
not the subject of this report.

A draft submission on the Greater Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy is
attached (attachment 1). The policy framework for the strategy is established
in the Council’s adopted RLTS and Long Term Council Community Plan
(LTCCP). Though cycle use is low as a proportion of all trips, increasing its
use is seen as contributing to all five objectives of the RLTS. The Council
LTCCP in particular seeks a 70% increase in cycle or walking trips for short
journeys. The strategy provides a means for reaching this target and fulfilling
the policies of the RLTC.

4. Communications

A key element of the cycle strategy is advocacy. This will lead to specific
messages being communicated to stakeholders and the public generally.

5. Recommendations

1. That the ,draJi submission to the Greater Wellington Regional Cycling
Strategy be adopted.

2. That the adopted submission be sent to the Regional Land Transport
Committee.

Report prepared by:

Dave Watson
Divisional Manager Transport

Attachment:
1. - Draft submission to the Greater Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy
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Submission on the Greater Wellington Regional Cycling
Strategy

From the Greater Wellington Regional Council

Introduction

This is a submission by the Greater Wellington Regional Council as one of the agencies involved in
the implementation of the Regional Land Transport Strategy. This submission is in two parts.
There are Icomments on “The Strategy” which is part two of the document published for public
consultation and part one which deals with strategy development and analysis.

Part Two - The Strategy

The Greater Wellington Regional Council supports the vision and the kf 3 objectives of the strategy.
GWRC recognises the limited role that cycling currently has in commuter travel and for journeys to
school. The Council acknowledges that even a small change in cycle numbers will have benefits for
users and other travellers. , ‘_ :

The Council supports the need for renewed advocacy for cycling across the region and as such
agrees that it is necessary to provide some resources to allow this.. It believes initially that may best
be achieved by the whole of local government in the region, with the ass&a&e of the L,TSA,
tinding a position within the local government environment to act as alregional cycling advocate. If’
this proves successM to promote other resources to expand that capability over time, funding
permitting.

As a first step towards this GWRC will work with the local authorities of the region to establish this
resource. .’

Part One - Strategy Development

GWRC is of the view that there is insufficient analysis of the links between cycling and safety.
Safety being both physical road hazards and social or community personal safety issues, for example
the safety of children travelling by bicycle to school unaccompanied.

GWRC would also like to see more evidence of the health benefits of cycling.

These issues will need to bc addressed if the resources local government is to commit to advocacy
are to be properly targeted. The first responsibility of the regional cycling advocate may well be to
research these matters.
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SUBMISSION ON DRAF’T REGIONAL CYCLING STRATEGY

The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s approval for the Submission to Greater
Wellington Regional Council on its draft Regional Cycling Strategy.

BACKGROUND

Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) have prepared a Draft Regional Cycling
Strategy and are seeking comment on this document. The executive summary of the Draft
Regional Cycling Strategy is attached.

Submissions close on the 20 October 2003.

COUNCIL’S SUBMISSION

The Draft Strategy has four main objectives: advocacy, safety, accessibility and awareness.

The main objective for the Regional Cycling Strategy should be to assess regional routes for
cycles with the objective of establishing network of interconnecting cycleways and cycle
routes throughout the region. This is the accessibility objective.

The areas of safety and advocacy are already covered by other agencies, and the GWRC role
in these areas should be limited to providing a conduit for information flow and co-ordination
between the agencies involved.

A draft Submission from Porirua City Council is attached.

CONSULTATION

GWRC have published the Draft Regional Cycling Strategy and is seeking feedback from the
public and interested parties.

CONCLUSION

The attached Submission form Council’s Submission to GWRC on the Draft Regional
Cycling Str,ategy.



RECOMMENDATIONS

That the Infrastructure Committee recommend:

That Council approve the attached Submission to Greater Wellington Regional Council- on
the Draft Regional Cycling Strategy. -,, .

Reviewed and approved for submission to Council by:

Geoff Marshall
TECHNIC.AL SERVICES MANAGER

Reviewed and approved for submission to Council by:

Peter Bailey
GENERAL MANAGER 1JTILITIES POLICY

&tachmenL;: 1 Draft Submission on Draft Regional Cycling Strategy
2 Executive Summary of Draft Regional Cycling Strategy



30 September 2003

PORIRUA CITY COUNCIL

SUBMISSION ON DRAF’T REGIONAL CYCLING STRATEGY

1) This Submission is from Porirua City Council.

2) The Contact in rielation to this Submission is General Manager Utilities Policy.

3) The address is: Porirua City Council
Cobham Court
PO Box 50-218
Porirua City
New Zealand

PORIRUA CITY COUNCIL SUBMISSION

Accessibility:
The main objective for the Regional Cycling Strategy should be to assess regional routes for
cycles with the objective of establishing network of interconnecting cycleways and cycle
routes throughout the region. The function should be to identify deficiencies in existing
routes and ~to identify projects to upgrade those routes and make them safe and efficient for
cyclists. The Strategy should cover regional routes only, that is, routes that traverse the
boundaries between local authorities and provide long distance links within the region.
Greater Wellington Regional Council should take a leading role in the development of a
regional cycling network. Local cycle routes within each territorial authority area should be
the responsibility of the territorial local authorities.

Awareness:
Whilst promoting awareness of cycling is supported, as this will have safety and health
benefits folr the community, this is seen as a less strategic requirement than creating a
regional network of cycle routes.

Advocacy:
IPorirua City Council is of the opinion that there are a number of active cycle advocacy
groups wit’hin the Wellington region and nationally and these groups are very effective
advocating the needs of cyclists at a local, regional and national level. It is felt that the
existing level of advocacy for cyclists is adequate and Porirua City Council does not support
the allocation of additional regional funding to provide additional advocacy for cyclists.

13afety:
IRoad safety standards including those that apply to cyclists are the responsibility of the Land
Transport Safety Authority. The promotion of road safety issues is carried out by the Land
Transport Safety at a national level and is co-ordinated at a local level by Road Safety
Coordinators who are partly funded by the Land Transport Safety Authority and Local
,4uthorities. These functions should remain with the Lanci Transport Safety Authority on a
national level, and Territorial Local Authorities on a local level. Regional Council



involvement in road safety coordination was discontinued several years ago and should not
be revived.

CONCLUSION

The Porirua City Council sees the key element for the Wellington Regional Cycling Strategy
as the identification and implementation of regional cycling routes that would form a network
providing easy convenient and safe access for cyclists travelling from one part of the region
to another.

The areas of safety and advocacy are already covered by other agencies, and the GWRC role
in these areas should be limited to providing a conduit for information to flow and co-
ordination between the agencies involved.


